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were rationalists; and yet others were knew it w a s m ip !” Then her voice sud drawer. After having done ibis, be be
of that “don't care” type which accept# denly trembled and softened- “Sylvan! came conscious of a* sharp discontent,
The Cedarville Herald. life, death, time, eternity and the hu I thought yorf toved me. You've so whose object was Lucia. How strange
man soul as if they were facta in his often said th a t you did. What I ask is that the only real discord which had
W. J t BLAIR, Publisher.
ever risen between them should have
tory, like the Edict of Nantes or the anch a little thing, after alii”
“ What yon ask/' h® retorted, “is n concerned bis religions faith—an ele
OHIO. Hattie of the Boyne—topics that one
C E D A R V IT X B ,
may well be aware of but need not seri- large and shameless thing. If I loved ment in him with which he connected
you as God himself lovea his children all peaceful and kindly longings. He
onsly treat.
“I wonder what sort of a counsellor (and may the blasphemy he pardoned now told himself that he must repair
THE FAMILY CLOCK.
f.bla younger brother, Gerald, would me!) I should never yield to this desire with all acts of Christian gentleness the
injury to his wife’s, feelings which a
Tibk'tock I* Its monotone;
make/’ Lucia deliberated. "He’snever of yonra—neverl”
la movement listless as a drone;
needful
course of severity had Inflicted.
The
next
moment
aha
flaw
that
he
sent
us
his
photograph;
I
might
have
COpvbilhV ,6 si
'With vlsttgo like the stolid rook— .
His
heart
literally brimmed with good
gained
some
real.
inkling
of
him
from
was
intensely
agitated.
His
reeling
The Old Time Ploco, the Family Clock.
that. But a t least he’s liberal; Dr. step disclosed this, as he advanced to will as* he soon passed1from his study
summons its enfeebled powers •
A ll ova1
Thorndyke more than suggested it. His ward the desk at which he bad been and went to find Lucia. His love for
And hammers out the languid boars;
mind isn’t a covert of cobwebs, like seated. From a packet he drew a bunch her, always ardent, had never more en — your Bufferings from Catarrh.
Js can not pause, It has no choice;
Sylvan's. It would be refreshing to of keys, and with shaking grasp thrust thralled him than then. I t was blent That is, if you go about it in ths
■Who wonders a t Its tired voloof .
know
him and judge for myself whether one of them into the lock of a lower with self-reproach for the distress he right way' The quicken'd pulse of life without,
he could help me.” Through a mist of drawer. Swiftly he drew forth a long had caused her, though remorse had no
There are plenty of wrong ways,
The happy laugh, the ringing about.
tragic bewilderment one clear-viewed and somewhat dingy envelo|>et which real part in the poignancy of his regret. that perhaps you’ve found out.
. Can s tir no echo In Its breast;:
» Is so worn. It covets reBt.
He entered her dressing-room and They may relieve for
purpose began to dawn upon her. Lucia seemed to recognize the instant it
a time, but
saw
that it was vacant Giving it only
met
her
gaze.
Sylvan
had
spoken
about
destroying
Stray bees came buzzing through the door;
those papers. This meant that he had
Springing erect and facing her, he a careless glance here and there, he they don’t cure.
Gay sunbeams dance about the floor,
Worse yet, they may drive the
The Old Clock, weary of Itself)
not yet done so—possibly that he would waved in air the object he bad secured. went into other chambers. Not finding
Ticks on upon tho inantel sh ell
refrain from such* an act for a long
“I am going to burn this,” he pro her anywhere, he summoned a servant. disease to the lungs. You can’t
time, if Indeed he ever performed i t ceeded; “to burn this beforeyour sight. The answers to his questions were qnlto afford to experiment.
By day the fireside Is bright;
But muffled in the solemn nlgbt
Meanwhile the manuscript (why not?) Look.” , She peered at the written name, unsatisfactory. Mrs. Maynard had not
But there is a right way, and a
W hat phantoms must-the Old Clock see 1
reposed in one of the two looked drawers for a brief while, and then he withdrew
sure
wav, that does cure. ThouAs It tioks on thus drearily. ,
of the cabinet in his study. What if she it jnst as her quick sweep of one hand
sands
of otherwise hopeless cases
antagonized
his
obduracy
by
theft?
I t saw the babes like flowers spring
sought to tear it from his clasp. He
have proved it. It’s with Dr. Sage’s
To graoe the hearth and round It cling,
Her impulse of honesty, still entwined sped toward the gas-burner that in a
TUI some outgrew the Bale homo-neat
Catarrh Remedy.
By its' mild,
among the most sensitive fibers of con cone of green shade illumed bis desk.
- And somo In graves were laid to r e s t
soothing, cleansing and healing
science itself,. urged a stern veto “See,” came his next words, “I give it
I t saw th e rosy darlings fade;
against any such crafty course. Once to the oblivion it deserves.” Already
properties, it permanently cures the
Baw the mother supplant the maid;
more she would try persuasion. Once its frail paper edges had begun to flame,
worst chronic ’ cases.
Catarrhal
I t beard and saw the wedding cheer;
more she did.
blackening and curling. She darted to
Headache; “ Cold in the Head”—
ttf e lt the hush when death drew near!
For several days £he friends who him with outstretched hands and a for
everything catarrhal in its nature,
A circle round the warm hearthstone
came to her noticed that she had an. ab lorn cry:
is cured as if by magic.
Onco listened to its monotone;
sent and febrile manner. One or two
“Oh, Sylvan, don’t burn it like that)
’Tls broken now and scattered wide.
It’s a way so sure that , the pro
of them, who were feminine, went Don’t! I’ll promise—”
Two only haunt the fireside.
prietors
of Dr. Sage’s Remedy
away
with
the
deduction
that
a
pecul
Then
she
paused.
.
It
was
now
a
fiery
The Old Ctock sees them linger on,
offer,
m good faith, $500 for a
~
iarly domestic illness was approach mass, and it so lit his angered, defiant
. Two shadows of a substance gone;
ing and that it was high time some face that, she realized how hopeless
And as they hover near tbo Are;
case of Catarrh which they canW hat wonder that Its tones should tlrof
happy proof of her bond with Sylvan would be any effort her feeble strength
not cure
—Mrs. N, B. Morango.tu Arkhnsaw Traveler. should bring its welcome change.
might make to Wrest it from his hold.
If it’s sure enongh for them to
One lady even murmured a sentence : He lifted it on a level with his head,
make the offer, it’s sure, enough
of this importfln Lucia’s ear. “How letting it redly flare until there was but
for you to make the. trial.
R O M A N C E
little sho dreams of what thralls and a scrap of it left, and that scrap gave
They risk $500. What do you
clouds me,” her hearer thought. That threat of suddenly scorching his fore
risk?
very evening, perhaps an hour after finger and-.thumb. Then ho flung its
T W O B R O T H E R S . their almost silent dinner together, she charred remnant on the floor andcovappeared at Sylvan’s side, while he ered it with his foot.
BY EDGAK FAWCETT,
wrote
as our lawyers do when they
“There,” he said, in his throat, “the SUDDENLY I IS EYE LIGHTED ON A PAFEB.
Author o f “Th e confessions o f Claud,"
have
quitted
their
“down-town”
dis
thing’s
done. Now I hope your folly been seen to quit the house. But where,
“Asr Ambitious ■W oman,’* “T he E vil
tractions, and while he used for a desk has ended with it.”
T hat Men do ," “A Mew York
F amily,”'E tc.
the very cabinet whose two locked
She mode him no answer. She quitted then, was she? Whither had she been
drawers made so heavy an onus on her the study with staggering limbs. Her spirited? Sylvan almost reeled with a
LCopyrlght, 1SB0, By Edgar Faw cett]
mental peace. Lucia was by this time torment seemed to her like that of a dread' that he could ill have explained;
excessively disturbed and eager. She did mother who had seen the massacre of js and yet that stabbed him like a spear
•of fire. He hurried back to Lucia’s
CHAPTER V.—C ontinued.
not know whether she could properly child.
Those who have not
dressing-room. He stood in. the center
“You have called this conception of control herself throughout the coming
She got into her own private room
used Boschee’s Ger
your father’s ‘uncanny,’ Suppose hun- interview, and she was quite clearly and closed the door. Her head was of it and called her name twico or A T hroat
man Syrup for some
dredsof other people—thousands, mill aware that her husband now awaited whirling; sho wondered why she did thrice,
and Lung
severe and chronic
ions, if you will—should look on it as a some sort of distinct rebellious out not swoon. But something appeared to , Suddenly his eye lighted on a paper
priceless blessing. Would you be right burst.
trouble of the Throat
keep her from that. What was it? Ah, pinned conspicuously against the rim of S p ecialty.
In keeping it from, their possession be • It came, and it came almost before she knew, she realized, in a very surge a mirror. He seized •it, read his own
and Lungs can hard
name, and soon read something more.
cause of that personal prejudice which Lucia was herself aware Of its advent.
ly appreciate what a truly wonder
of cognition.
your mother instilled into your mind
“I will permit no further queries
I t was her unspeakable hatred of hitn, : She had gone. With a few fierce ful medicine it is, The delicious
when you were a mere half-grown boy?” from you,” she heard him say, after she new-born
and yet born as they said words sho told him- that she wbuld sensations o f healing, easing, clear
’ He knit his brows. “What is this?” had seen him also rise from his desk, malign beings
were, with all its teeth. never willingly meet him again.
ing, strength-gathering and recover
he demanded harshly. “Who told you and while, at the same time, she was She had never loved him; now her in
“You have m adem c hate* you,” a ing are-unknown joys. For Ger
of any such act on my mother’s part? but dimly, tumultuously conscious of difference had turned loathing intense. clause of the letter ran. “I have often
Thorndyke, no doubt.”
tried to love you, and always failed.' man Syrup we do not ask easy cases.
the words with which she had just ad
He
had
killed
that
splendid
hope.
Sugar and water may smooth a
“Lhave guessed more than Dr. Thom- dressed him.
/
She had witnessed with her own eyes Now, since your brutality has shown
’ dyke told me/’ Lucia raid.
*
They looked at one another, both its hateful holocaust. Live with him me your true nature, I can only pray throat or stop a tickling—for a while.
8ylvon chose now to rise. He walked standing, there in the small, vaguelit after this? Hot if he could lodge her in that you will leave me unmolested, to This is as far as the ordinary cough
medicine goes. Boschee’s German
toward the door, slipping both hands room, with its rows of mauve-tinted a house of gold and give her gear that live or to die ns I choose.”
behind him with a sort of non-committal legal books on every side.
The letter trembled in Sylvan's grasp, Syrup is a discovery ,' a great Throat
would
outshine
the
sun.
morosoness—as who should say: “1 de
“ I—I don’t wish to seem over-trouble . Sho must get away from him. Her “I have often tried to love you” ap and Lung Specialty. Where for
cline farther speech on this affair, some, Sylvoif,” sho broke silence, with head felt hot as the flame she lmd just pealed to old slumbering suspicions years there have'been sensitiveness,
though what I'have heard has been a sort of semi-stammering apology. despairingly looked on; and her hands with a frightful rehabilitated force. He. ain, coughing, spitting, hemorrhighly aggravating.”
“And yet—”
were ice. A horror of over again seeing sank into a chair, sweating coldly with age, voice failure, weakness, slip
“And yet you are very troublesome, him or being near him insanely beset her. anguish and dismay.
He left, the dining-room, and Lucia
ping down hill, where doctors and
felt th at for the first time they had stood indeed, my dear,'* be announced, with a She might kill him—she wanted to
medicine and advice have been swal
on the verge of an open quarrel. And haughty curtncss which made “my go bock to him, now and kill him. She
CHAPTER VL
how would it end? She must have that dear” ring In sorry satlro. “I have in j shrank with a wild dread from Btaying
“BrovSzcr, you know me, don’t yon?” lowed and followed to the gulf of
packet; her very palms had begun to formed you more than onco that I can ] nndcr bis roof that night.
Gerald Maynard spoke that sentence, despair, where there is the sickening
itch and tinglo for it. With burning not satisfy your singular craving.”
standing
tho bedside of Sylvan, who, conviction that all is over and the
Them was .her Aunt Janet—her had beenatill,
“It Is not that,” she- said, with heat,
eheeka and lowered head she sat for
who had partiaUy recov end is inevitable, there wc place
mother's
only
Sister.
Aunt
Janet
Was
more than an hour in her own dressing- yet with self-repression, too. “It is a
ered, who had gone out into tho'world, German Syrup. It cures. You ate
room, .and brooded upon this avid long natural desire. I simply demand o f IP°°,r “nd *ivcd a meager way, streets and who now again had been smitten a live man yet if you take it.
9
bat
wou d bo with a drowsy inertia which .bore the
ing which had 'seemed to grow as firmly you that you shall permit the worth or “ d ®trc,et^
' Wed to her spirit as its color to her worthlessness of your father's discovery 1kind and give shelter for a few nights semblance of brain paralysis, thougli
,m W
h .”
ond «*»*’» ** eome.
become known hv
by us
both.'
blood. Ho use to try and laugh away to hoeOmn
not the real symptoms or portents of
After Lucia had slipped put of his that disease.
“That I will not do,” ho replied.
Egbert Maynard’s whole' aspiration as
the dream of a mod chemist. While *“You will not do It? you will not?” study Sylvan flung himself into a chair
“Know you, Gerald? Yes,* mdeed.”
ahe now thought upon her own past life Lucia broke forth, flushing and sapping and sat for a long time with folded armB And Sylvan stretched ont a hand whose
and
gazed
on
the
floor.
she understood how there had alwayB hearer to him. “Ah,” she went on,
emaciation suited the sad change In his
Ho loved his wife deeply, in his way face.
been asersin in it of romantic receptivi “you have the manuscript concealed, no
of loving. He was thinking all this
ty to jaat such impressions as the one doubt, in this very room!"
“There, that’s right,” said Gerald,
“If I.bavol” ho shot back, bitterly, while, whether the fraud that, he had Bunny as ever of eye and smile, with
which a recent event hod wrought. Her
parents had held no definite faith; they “what then? Do you wish to play the conceived and carried out would not tho same debonair speech and easy gest
bravely succeed. Naturally, sho might ure. He seated himself close by the bed.
were of the kind (eminently though her thief and steal it from me?”
-IN—.
'
She laid her band on his arm. “I
father had shone in the law) who cur
“ You mustn't give way to this horrid
L’Art De La Mode.
tained what they thought the “bad wish to play the adviser, the giver of
melancholia. You must fight it, Clyde
7 COIOARD Pr,ATEH,
policy" a t non-belief with such a pretty- good counsel.”
says you must, and I echo him.”
AIX THK UTOT
TURKFASHIONS,AXB XKH
lie
shook
her
hand
from
his
arm
at
patterned fabric of indifference, that it
“This Clyde and you are great friends
lyOrriFi’it of yorir J*etv* dealer
deceived nearly every eye as orthodoxy. this. “Tho devil’s own counsel," he mut
or Henri Wet*. rorlfttcatmim bcrte
already,” said Sylvan, in a voice that
W. J. MOHHPw I’wblUhcr.
For th k reason their child’s nature tered.
piteously betrayed the sick man he was;
a Kant lWle SUAew Yerk
M
TNAM
I
T
H
IS
PA
PER
Hawjm nib
“Sylvan!"
she
breathed,
a
little
gasp
- missed those pleasant repasts which
“Isn’t that true, Gerald?”
occur to us when we can feed imagina ingly. “This is the first time you nave
“ Yes,” was the answer. “Crawford
tion and emotion on the solemnity of ever insulted me!”
Clyde is a. wonder in his way. He’s
“You drive me to it.”
worship. Lucia would have made a
really famous here, you know, as a
* G O O D N E W S •
“ I seek to dissuade you from casting
splendid-nun, except for the actual greed
Specialist on nervous troubles, though
*FORTHEMIUJONSOFCONSUMERSOF^
of mere living, the hunger after large a slur on your father’s memory.”
he can't l>6 much over flve-and-thirty.
“ My father's memory! Pah! What
inclusive experiences, the love for life
And yet he’d no sooner accepted me, so
itself just because of its pulse-beats doyouoarc for that? You want the drug
to speak, as the friend of dear old Dr.
and breath-drawings, which must for —the ‘discovery/ as you call it. And it’s
I I t gives D r, Tutfc jik ip n re to Mil*, a
Thorndyke than he gave me a royal
ever have kept her somewhat of the all the merest riff-raff of a clever n an ’s
welcome.
Why. bless your soul,
decaying faculties—untiling more.”
e#rth, earthly.
Sylvan, 1 feel like commencing practice • T I N Y L I V E R P I L L *
Hir. tones were very acrid; he seemed
Hut she wonld have clung to her
already as a New York physician. And jrv w hich 1»o f n---■ g-lf sm all
-■M*c,
- y et w_
o c e d«in
retaining a lt t h s Virtues o f th e U rge* A
psalter and her beads, nevertheless, transformed from his usual mild self.
then Clyde is so good in matters which
ones.
They
a
r
e
g
u
aran
terrt
p u re ly w
while shaping for herseif a material She watched him for a. second or two,
a man of his professional note might
vegetable. B o th sixes of th ese p ills A
a re still issued. The exact sixo o f , W
fntnre heaven, with palm-trees of glos with her eyes moistly shining and a
naturally overlook. He’s promised to
sier emerald than most nuns dream of, quiver of her lower lip;
use his influence*’—Gerald paused. m t i ’t t ’s t in y Liv e r n u s a
“If you so believe it, Sylvan, then I GIVE IT TO li f e OBLIVION IT DESERVES. 11)9 brother’s eyelids had dosed, dead- ^ l* show n In th e border o f th is
and perhaps a pair of wings with some
sort of half-voluptuous rose-tint amid why do you hide it like this?”
pale against the equal pallor of his
• C* >
“Because it’s an outrage against God, a t firat show liawli revolt; but soon all checks,
the chastity of tlieir plumes. How, in
I’ve
said
so
to
you
before,
why
make
the present circumstances of her being,
that must change; every storm raves it
“Well? He’s promised to use his in-* YOUWILL SAVE UONEr.
married to a man who had never lit me say it again?”
self into peace. And os for this deceit fluence?”
her days with any hardier kind of
“Yes, you've said it before. Hut how about burning a false envelope for a
Dreamily speaking, Sylvan hod un “ Y S i f t S i t W *
glow than that of a rushlight through can your father's wish or design be an true one, how could ho help justifying closed his eyes. But Gerald did not
a t a r r h
hours when her eyes longed for the Outrage against God when, as you your any course that might lull in Lucia this meet their look, though he answered,
n r usnto
“light that never was,” this young self concede, tho brain that compassed profane frenzy?
with an off-hand air, certain sentences
Woman poured forth in excited obei the whole idea was in a state of semiAfter awhile (the lapse of time was which were really no answer a t all.
sance on a new-found object of homage ruin? Oh, Sylvan, let us test the truth longer than ho realized) Sylvan rose,
“Oh, I mean that in a general sort of
t r i ano.
s s s tis s r a iu
all the past, pent-up fervor which re or falsity of that avowall” Again sho went to the open drawer of his cabinet- fashion lie's so extremely good. lie •ssf-Nsia
ligion might formerly have won from put her hand oat toward him, and tills like desk, «ml drew from it an envelope C heers m o up; h o m a k e - m o feel as if 1 . . . . . _____ .
her frith ease. Seated there, in her time she rested it on liis shoulder. But almost precisely resembling the one were not truly the mere neophyte in H lY FEtfElf CUflCD tO STAY
■ r C I C n We waattko >'af‘s
perturbation, her fright of self, she lie repulsed her with an excessive rude Which be had burned that evening. medicine that ! am.”
dress of eVtu m.u
strove to thin); what friend or acquaint ness, and she now saw on his working Whatever trick of calligraphy he bad
A silence come, and then Sylvan
YJ.8, ta d Cbnsrin.
ance could now bring balm to her features the kind of pallor that was used in imitating the superscription at queried, with extreme soiabcrnea; of
P.Iart'AIsftiji., Ba .
troubled sou. Notonel All the men easy to explain as wrath.
which lie now gazed, his adroitness of tone: “And what docs he lay of tu<
and women whom ?>he knew had for
“Yon wish to tempt me!” he cried; touch had been quite perfect enough to manuscript that father left, (icra'dv
ANDWHISKEY If*
years enlrei „ lied themselves beluud the “you can not succeed. My mother long deceive the agitated eye that met it. Didn’t you tell mo you wore going t>
C
AT. H
OME
Ot'H
UTC
,O
FAIN
It-wit.
practical and ordinary. Some of them pgo taught me—*”
Satisfied of this fact, he replaced the w nttilt him about ii?”
tlealftiS R E S T V
%
W<* I.I.FV
l
ipftr*
ehtirch-troers: others
“ Oh, vour mother!” she flashed. “I envelope, dosing and ^ Kicking the
I to it* fu irriN i'v n .l
mac* t*to wsiukui <«•
anttiM *w»ton*** m »»«•*.
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TWO GARDENS.

year from all silver coins, the trade
{w c irero two KWdena onoe stood aid* foy dollar only reviving its use, The mot
to was first used on a half-penny or
■«Mt*.
' ■
J,; cacli o bo»t of blossoms hdr to view,
oent.struck in New Jersey in 1780-7.
fanBovvera stately in their golden pride,
The taotto “In God We T rust” has a
Ana drooping columbines end larkspurs, too.
curious history. Until 1804 no religious
jbees of crimson, pink and creamy white,
Tall lilies oitenng fragrance, Hen and rare.
motto appeared on American coins. In
Geraniums brave in colors, dazzling bright,
November, 1801, a clergyman addressed
Anil honeysuckles climbing everywhere,
a letter to Mr. Chase, the secretary of
Flinging a wealth of sweets upon the air.
the treasury, suggesting a recognition
And lie wh0 owned one garden said: “Lot none of the Deity on the coins. This letter
Broalt any bud or flower from its stem,
was referred to James Pollock, an exj plsnled seed nnd root, and mine alone
Shall bo the beauty th at has grown, from governor of Pennsylvania and. director
of the mint at the time, but it was
.them/'
found that the mottoes could not be
And so the Sowers faded whore they grow.
Add weaker waxed tho parent plant eaoh changed without authority of law.
,
day,
, t f
In December, 1800, the director sub
And soon the fragile buds all perished, too,
A, And when at last brown Autumn oame that mitted plans for a nevv threc-cent, twocent and one-cunt, piece, on which it
|
■ way,
Was proposed that one of the followi ng
' ■TShe found hut desolation, and decay.
'
put bo who dwned the other said: “With me mottoes be inserted: “Our Country, Our
Come, friends, and share the treasures here l God,” “God, Our Trust.” Mr. Chase
show,
„
suggested ift lieu of these mottoes the
1 Gilts of the earth whloh thus most goner* one “In God W© T ru s t” I t was upon
onsly
the two-cent piece authorized April 22,.
Returns the care wo may on it bestow.''.
1804 (since abolished), the motto of.
As fast as eager hands bore blooms away
Secretary Chase first appeared:
As lovely ones were in their places set,
And winter coming one bright frosty day, <
It was also stamped on the 1800 issue
Withelittering heard and cloak ice-spangled, of the double ,eagle, eagle, half eagle,
>V. ■-met
........
Some pure, as his own snowflakes |ing’Hng silver dollar, half dollar aud nickel five
cent piece in lieu of the long standing
r:
yet.
—Margaret Eytlnge, in Detroit Free.Bress.
motto“B Pluribus Unum.” I n . the
trade dollar issue (1873) both mottoes
wyro
retained, “In God We Trust" ap
UNCLE SAM’S COINAGE. pearing
on the obverse.
This is;a popular idea prevalent that
Some Interesting: Things N o t G en the minute letter “M” stamped on the
Goddess of Liberty just at the point
erally-K now n.
where the largest lock of hair crosses
the ncclc stands for “mint," and is an
•>E P lu ribu s CnUm” N e v e r A u th o r iz e d b y
evidence of the genuineness, of the coin
l a w —O rigin o f t h o M o tto , "In h o d
bearing it .. But this is a mistake.
W e T r u s t/' a n d th o «Jtt" o n
' The- “M” stands for Morgan—George
L ib e r ty 's N eck .
T. Morgan, who is the or iginator of the
.: The making of the first money in the design. He also stamped' the letter
United States began in 1780, but in- “M” on the reverse side of theeoin, on
stead of . the - faces of representative the left half of the loop of ribbon tied
Statesmen it bore only the figure of about the wreath.
Liberty. Some few coins were stamped
Regarding the Liberty head on the
With the face' of Washington, and of obverse side Mr.' Zoellar, the designer
course are highly valued by collectors, of the soldiers’ monument which is to
i; The first coins struck by the United be placed i n ' Garfield square, PottsStates mint were some half dimes in ville, says: “1 have sought'every where
1703; the first dimes were struck in almost for a true head of Liberty, and
Trance from, old silver family plate I have come to the conclusion that the
furnished by Washington, the coins be best head is that which at the present
ing known as Martha Washington time has a place oh our silver dollar:
- dimes, from the circumstance as noted, I propose to use it on account of its be
and an adaptation of the Liberty head ing the best representation of Liberty
that can, in my judgment, bo found.”
to that of Martha Washington,
The United States mint in San FranMr. Morgan, .in order to get the de
. cisco is said to be the largest of the sign for the head which was accepted,
. kind, in the world. The process of selected as his model Miss Annie
dime making there may not be without Williams, a young school-teacher, who
interest. The silver bullion is first bod, Mr. Morgan said, “the purely
' melted and run into two-pound bars. American features.”
These in turn are run through im? Quite a number of people have been
, manse rollers and flattened out to the under the impression that Mr. Morgan’s
thickness of the coin. These strips are wife’s head had been used as a model,
then passed through a machine, which for the perfection of the design, but
cuts them into proper size for the such was not the case;
prBBstefi, the "strips first having been
Regarding the dollar mark writers
treated with a kind of tallow to pre are not agreed as to the derivation of
vent their being scratched in their pas this sign to represent the word dollar
or dollars. Some contend that it comes
sage throng h the cutters.
The silver pieces are then put into from the letters U and S, which, after
the feeder of the printing presses, and the adoption of the federal constitution,
. are fed to the die .by automatic ma were prefixed to the currency of the
chinery a t the rate of 100 per minute, new United States, and which after
- 48,000 dimes being turned out in a ward, in the hnrry of writing, were
run into each other, the U being made
regular working day of 12 hours,
As the smoothing pieces are pressed first and the S over it. ■
Others say that the contraction is
between the printing dies they receive
the lettered and figured impression; at from the Spanish pesos, dollars; others
2the same time the piece ^expanded in still believe it to be derived from the
" i slight degree and the small corruga Spanish word fuertes, meaning hard,
tions are cut in its rim. The machine so called to designate silver and gold
drops the completed coin into a re from paper or soft money. The more
ceiver and it is ready for. the counter's plausible explanation of the puzzle is
this: That it is a modification of the
hands.
,
•
The first silver dollar was coined un figure 8, and that the character, as we
der the net of February 12,1793, and mark it, denotes that we are speaking,
weighed 410 grains and hud a fineness or writing, of a sum of money equal to
of 802.4, vhich standard wps continued eight reals; or, as the dollar was former
for many years. The first coins struck ly called —a piece of eight
In the early history of the dollar,
for America, however, are supposed to
have been the Sommer Island shilling when everybody knew it os apiece of
and sixpence. Thedateof coinage, place eight, writers who had occasion to
and circumstances under which they mention it in their articles did so by
were issued are unknown. The Som making this character: (8)
mer or Summer islands are the present
(»)
Bermudas. The shilling was called A
The
two
eights
and
the
double hy“Hoggs-Penny,” composed of copper,
en
gradually
“evolutcd"
until it
size 19, weight 177 grains.
me out as 8
The silver dollar, since the first in
A word relative to the origin of the
troduction of the coin, has undergone
1 shinplasters, emanating from no
many changes, all of which have had
it*. a source than the late Gen. F. E.
more or less effect in establishing a
linner, whose unique autograph will
fixed Value Among collectors of rare
ig be remembered, may not be amiss
coins. The issue of 1804 bears the palm
this particular point:
in this respect, and has won for itself
“When all the silver had been paid
the name of “The King of American
t of the treasury of the United States
Parities.” Only seven o r eight of the
rly in 1803 1 procured from the post1804 dollars are known to be in exist
ice department quantities of postage
ence. ‘
imps for the purpose of ^making
The ‘‘legend” of the scarcity is th a t a
ange. My recollection now is that at
vessel bound for; China had on board
at time five attd tcn-cent stamps
Almost the entire coinage, 819,570, and
ire the only kind in use.
was lost a t sea. Another theory con
‘So, to facilitate the making of change,
cerning this mysterious coin runs as
iad
the Btamps pasted on slips of pa*
follows: That tho entire issue was
r
so
as to make 25 and 60 cents. This
shipped to pay the Yankee tars who
is done after an agreement with Mr.
fought in the w ar with Tripoli. The
mtgomery Blair, tho then postmas*
sailors drifted around after the war
r general, that he would redeem them
dosed, and many of theta went to
that condition in postage stamps- It
Africa, where they spent their money*
is
soon found that this mode of proThe native kings collected ttll the
dure Was impracticable.
coins and buried them as trophies*
“1 then persuaded the postmaster
IVriiHps Stanley might throw some
neralto procure the engraving and
lighten the last version of the 1804
luting of fae sitnilics of the postal
dollar.
tnpoiind postage stamp. These the
The national motto* “E pluribn*
insurer bought from the postmaster
mutra," on different United States
neral under an agreement that the
coins, was never authorized by law to
st office department should redeem
he so placed. Although the mint was
em* This was what was called ‘poaestablished in 1792, the use of the mot
Lcurrency.’ ” .
, . *
to on any of the gold, silver or copper
The postmaster general soon became
coins was not authorised or directed by
ed of the Additional responsibility
tny of the provisions of the act estab
d labor that the issuing and redertplishing it, None Of the coins since 1837
m
of this currency threw upon his
bore the motto until the standard sil
ice, and he Urged that thte treasurer
ver doll arts were coined*
auld relieve him of it. We then pra
It. remained on the early gold aha
ted the passage of a law by congress
diver coins until 1884, when it wu*
f the printing of a Currency which
omitted from the gold coins. From
mid represent th* fractions of a doltil, double eagle in l$8ff It was alio
omitted, in 1888 it was dropped from
These wars engraved and printed lit
the
piece and tha foliow.lng

denominations of 8, 5, 10, 15, 25 and 50
every throne in Europe from the Mevff
cent notes, and in contradistinction to TEMPERANCE NOTES, to the Thames- .
the postal currency were called frac
May her rulers soon learn that
THE FIRST GLASS.
tional currency, and were receivable
“righteousness exalteth a nation,’*and
for all government dues.
avert retributive justice by removing
Glass number one, “only In inn
from France the stigma of being the
Connected with the United States
Glass mimb&r two, “other boys do;"
Sabbathless laud.—Americas, in N- Y.
treasury is one of the most remarkable
Glass number three, “it won’t h u rt me;”Glass number four, “only one more;”
Mail and Express.
coin experts in the world. He is the
Glass number live, “before a drive;*’
coin examiner, and has the remarkable
Glass number six, brain liMimtx; ■
oALCOHOL IN MEDICINE.
gift of discerning the slightest fraud in
Glass number seven, stars up (u beaveu;
E xtract from a Lecture' by Dr- J . B> K el
specie without being able exactly to
Glass number eight, stars In his pnto;
lo g g , o f th e lla ttfo Creek Sanitarium .
Glass numbtr nine, whisky, not wine;
tell how it is done.
Glass number ten, drinking again;
No doubt alcohol could be dispensed
If a counterfeit piece be concealed in
Glass number twenty, nut yet a plenty.
with for medicinal purposes without
a heap of money he will detect it blind
Drinking with boys, drowning his joys;
harm and without occasioning Io n of
folded. He runs his fingers through
Drinking with men. Just now and then,
life. In ninety-nine cases out of every
the mass, and in a'few moments every
Wasting bis life, killing htstygd;
hundred where it is used it’does more
coin is tested. This is the result of
Losing respect, manhood nil wseoked,
harm than good. The class of coses in
that remarkable power of touch which
Losing his friends, thus it »U ends.’
which alcohol is used more than any
is only perfected by long practice.
Glass number one, taken In fun.
other is that of collapse. When a per
When Treasurer Huston came into
Ruined bis life, brought ou str.fe;
son has fainted away or has been nearly
his office he gave a receipt for what the
Blighted his youth, ruled his. tru th ;
drowned or has received some injury soGave only pain, stole all Uls gain; '
treasury vaults contained, and this re
Made him a t last a friendless outcast.
that his system is in a state of shock,
ceipt was the largest ever given in the
the first thought with most people Is
history of the world. A fnc-simile of
Light-hearted boy, somebody's Joy,
that lie must have some alcohol as soon
Do not begin early in sin;
it is framed and hung up in the treasur
Grow up a man brave as you can;
as possible. Suppose the action of hi*
er’s office and it represents ^8771,432,Taste not in fun glass number one.
heart is almost imperceptible, hi*
329.45%.,
.
—Central Baptist.
breathing is disturbed, he is pale and
Gold coin is shipped abroad in fivein a clammy sweat, and to all appear*
gallou, iron-bound, oaken kegs. Each
ALCOHOLISM IN FRANCE.
ance near to the point of death-—how
keg holds 10 bags and each bag con
tains $5,000, so tlmt the value of a keg T h e E n orm ou s C o n su m p tion o f W in es by absurd under these circumstance* to
give alcohol to still further paralys*
is $50,000. Gold from the other side
th e F ren ch F eo p le .
cehters already partially par
usually comes in boxes.
The atrocious crimes and verdicts nerve
Over 90 .per cent, of tho silver . that make a criminal court in this coun alyzed. Finch him and he does nof
produced in the country passes through try a veritable chamber of horrors and feel it; apply a blister and it convey*
the hands o f' a few banks and firms indicate a marked affinity between the no sensation. Alcohol Is a narcotic and
which make it their special business in criminals and the jurors, are attributed not a- stimulant as is popularly be
New York and San Francisco. In fact, by many observant Frenchmen to the lieved. A drop of alcohol on the lip
three or four houses monopolize the alarming prevalence of alcoholism diminishes' the tactile seuse one hun
dred per cent, as can be readily demon
greater part of the trade, and to them throughout France.
■
silver is consigned for sale by the min There is a popular error in the United strated by anyone, and this is because
alcohol is a paralyzer. Shall we, then,
ing and smelting companies.
States that drunkenness does not pre give alcohol to a man who is already
They, dispose of it in the market to vail in wine-producing countries. This partially
paralyzed? If a patient gets
the govern ment (whose purchases un may be tr*1© where pure wine, is'sup well to whom
alcohol is administered
der the late sil ver law are now of great plied to the people at cheap rates;1but under
circumstances, it is in spite
importance), ship it abroad or bny it this is a thing of the- furgone past in of thesuch
alcohol and not because of it*
themselves.
France..- The analysts made by M. aid.
The stock is believed never to be Girard, the director of the Paris labora
What a person needs in the half par
very large, and.even during the recent tory, shows that ninety-two per cent of alyzed
condition of shock, ic bao who is ..
silver agitation was not much more the cheap wines offered for sale in the under the
influence of some narcotizing/
than from six to seven million ounces. French market are adulterated, the drug, is waking
up. Hast should be
Bars weighing 1,000 ounces on an aver adulteration consisting chiefly of applied over the heart
to stimulate its
age are usually 099 fine, and all trans diluted alcohol or the cheaper methy action, and the spine should
be alter- '.
actions in them are on this basis, which lated spirits.
sponged with hot and cold
is the standard of the United States The supply of native wine falls far nately
water. When a person has merely
coinage.
beldw the demand, and hence adultera fainted, a slap on the right side.opposite
A number of bars go to the assay of tions are stimulated to meet the gen the heart will often serve as well a*
fice to be converted into assay bars, eral thirst for vinous beverages at a anything to start lip the action of that
which are thin bricks of silver weigh low price. This explains the well- organ. Keep the body in a horizontal
ing 2uo ounces each and bearing the of known fact that wine. *so-called, is position; if any difference let the head,
ficial stamp of weight and fineness. never so cheap and abundant as when be lower than the feet in any case of
These are in demand by silversmiths the grape crop fails. Whenever, there collapse or fainting, and be sure that
on account of th e guarantee of the fore, there is a general failure of the the clothing is loose. It la a good plan
stamp.
grape crop of France the musses of her to apply hot fomentations to the head
The bullion shipped to Europe is in people who are addicted to wine bib as well as over the heart The more
the form of commercial bars, which, bing should feel a sense of gratitude intelligent class of physicians are com
are. simply carted to the steamer and akin to that of the Irishman who, on ing to. regard alcohol as less and less
there placed, unpacked, in the treasure beholding the vast quantities of food necessary for internal use-in their prac
room. It is quite unusual to pack sil thatpoured into Ireland from the United tice. There are cases where an alcohol
ver with the care that is bestowed on States during the great famine of 1844, “rub” may bo used advantageously, for
gold. Tho bars also form the bulk of gratefully exclaimed: “The. Lord bless it has an astringent effect Upon the
the stock held in New York.'—H. D. the Americans! If it hadn’t been for' skin.—Reported by Helen L. Manning.
Sim, in N.
Commercial.
the famine we’d bo. all .starvin' to
TEMPERANCE BREVITIES.
death!”
j 1
' WOMAN-WORSHIP.
It should also bo noted that for many
P e t it io n s containing thousands of
T h e O bject o f A doration T hrough Count years France has imported more wine names are constantly coming to Evans
than she lias exported, although her ton to be attached to the groat petition
ies* Ages.
That man-worship is childish, linre- grape crop, even when most bountiful, which seeks the outlawing of tho liquor
publican, detestable, every American is supplemented by immense shipments traffic and opium trade throughout all
will admit, although, to sec tho favor of raisins from Italy, Spain and Portu nations. Ceylon has sent 33.797 signa
ite / phrase of a noted jurist, “it is a gal. These raisins are fermented in tures; Burmah, 32,078; Canada, 38,805.
good deal practiced in this commu combination with the juice of grapes Lady Henry Somerset will bring to the
nity.’ But woman-worship, what to increase the wine product.
Boston convention the English petition.
As the consumption of these wines' F rom the records of Yale college dur
shall we say of that? It is a ticklish
subject to handle, for the ladies—some has attained the enormons rate of forty ing tho past eight years it iBshown that
of them at least—think they were gallons per capita per annum, in addi the non-smokers were twenty per cent,
if ado to he adored and are jealous of tion to a vast quantity of brandy, taller than the smokers, twenty-five
their perogative. Wo all know that— equally adulterated, and a very consid per cent, heavier and had sixty-sbc per
erable amount of brain-corroding ab cent more lung capacity. In the last
“Tho world was *-nd, the Garden was a wild.
And man, tho hermit, sighed till woman, sinthe, it would be very surprising if graduating class at Amherst college,
the great body of the French people the non-smokers have gained in weight
smiled.” •
*
Wliat wfis his first impulse when she were not in a state of chronic drunken twenty-four per cent over the smokers;
smiled the poet leases us to conjecture. ness.
in height thirty-seven per cent, in
I have visited fifty-four of the eighty- chest girth, forty-two per cont; and in
Perhaps, electrified by- her beauty, he
bent his knee in homage. Going to six depurtments'of France, and 1 can lung capacity, eight and thirty-sixth
sleep as he did a disconsolate bachelor, attest, with perfect truth,' that her hundredths cubic inches:—Western’
and waking as he did with a lovely rural population has shared in the gen Medical Reporter.
wife by his B i d e , it is not difficult to eral deterioration, and no longer ex
“IS t h is the way to the pOorhouse?”
suppose that he became upon the in hibits the homely virtues that we asso asked one man of another, as he pointed
stant somewhat uxorious.
Small ciate with rustic life. The faces of the in a certain direction. “No, but this
blame to him if he prostrated himself vast majority of French agricultural is,” answered tho other, as ho pointed
before her, placed aer pretty foot up laborers are red with wine and eau de to a whisky flask sticking out of the
on liis neck, and swore to be her slave vie, and a very large proportion of inquirer’s pocket The answer was
their earnings is paid to settle, their surely very correct The whisky bot
forever.
tle is what drives many people to the
But woman is not a novelty in these scores at the pot houses.
days. She does not take us by sur A recent French writer, referring to poorhouse. I t makes them neglect
prise, and there is rather more of her 'the spread of drunkenness throughout their business, it steals their earnings,
it frives them bad habits, it .clothes
in the world than there is -of man. the hamlets of France, says:
Ought she, then, to expect the same de “In the villages the women are them aud their children in rags, and
votion that she received when she was obliged, like the wires of workmen in robs them of their daily bread. Yes,
a Scarcer article, and the other sex was the cities, tohangabout the wine shops and at last it robs them of their very
not as well acquainted with her as it is on pay days in order to fight for their souls.
D r i n k is the great curse of Australia.
'at present? She complains, as a children’s bread with tho victims of alstrong-minded individual, that she is cbholic shipwreck. Instead of putting High wages only too often lead to in
denied' her rights as the intellectual away his soils and silver in-the clothes- dulgence in bad colonial beer and wine
equal (not to say superior) of the press or in it corner near his chimney, that is even worse than malt liquor of
creature with a beard; that lie pre And saving them for a ’rainy day’ as he spirits Girls and women drink much
sumes upon his muscle and his whisk formerly did, the countryman now more in the colonies ihan they do in
ers, and oppresses her. She complains, spends them freely in daily visits to England, This is partly owing to the
Also, as a weakling, that she is! not the tavern.” ’To this degeneration hard work, partly to the hot climate.
treated with the tenderness and re nt her agricultural ’class may he “I shouldn't like the girt who made me
spect to which her defenseless condi imputed the fact that, although France this shawl to see me in this.place,”
tion and great need of protection enti has been favored for many years with said a girl while unpacking her box in
tle her. There may ho some justice in good crops, yet her imports of food a miserable Melbourne lodging bouse.
both complaints; yet, upon the whole, products have steadily increased, She looked up, and there stood the
women is still the adorable and adored amounting in theyear 1890 to 1,490,000,- maker of the shawl, the daughter of a
paragon of civilized society.—-N. Y. 000 francs, or nearly .$289,000,000, thus poor but respcctablo Irish farmer.
exceeding her exports of such products Both girlsM d been emigrants, and both
for that year $118,000,090
had come to grief through drinking.
—According to the Pharmaceutical. Notwithstanding ait these evils that
E v e r y b o d y respects a yoting man
Journal of Australia, tho pructice has beset the republic of France, and de who refuses to dritak, and in these days
been introduced into Victoria, on the spite her vast debt of $8,000,000,000, the sensible men, even those who are not
recommendation of Baron von Mueller, largest ever borne by any nation, she opposed to drinking on principle, are
of placing green branches of euca* still marches bravely ' forward under giving up the consumption of alcohol
lyptus in sick rooms as a disinfectant. her mighty burden. For twenty-one as a bad practice. They know hy ex
Dr. Gurgenven states, after twelve years, the longest period by a decade perience th a t it Is one of the most
months* trial, that in cases of scarlet that republican-institutions have sur serious of tho obstacles to material suc
fever, if the branches bo placed under vived within her limits, she has illus cess. Hunt out tlie real causo of half
the bed, tho bedding undergoes thorough trated in the midst of “mightiest mon the bankruptcies and yon would find
disinfection, the volatile vapor pone- archies” tho benign principle of “gov it in drinking, Discover the true cento
tearing and saturating the mattress and ernment by the people and for the peo of tho inability of young men to g et
ple,’’ of which our own great republic ahead And in the majority of catea it
every other article in the room.
is the highest embodiment, She is now would lm drinking* The country boy
—Accounted For.—“How pale the a potent political force, and every year teho trice his fortune in the city cannot
cream looks,” said the housekeeper. of her existence Serves to swell the Afford to tako th at risk. He must be in
“ Yes’im,” replied the cook; “it’s been cutrenl of republican thought,that is fighting trim always, w ith every power
aurelft though slowly* undermining at his full command
whipped* mum,”—Epoch,
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of Company B boys wmm play ing poker,
"Pom” among the rest of than. Firing IH WOMAN’S BEHALF. already asea, too, fail from all these
eauseq eo that women are not alone in
was heard in the woods not far from
WHY WOMEN FAIL.
their trauagnwwUm*. but there are prob
AN
EXCITING
CHASE.
camp,
but
it
excited
no
comment,
other
w. n. i u a m i m w .
ably more failure* among women than
le
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from
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of
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Perhaps it would be well to put it through experience.
pickets discharging their pieces " Pres
One
of
the
most
daring
soldiers
dur
■MB1LH"-1..
In conclusion, it should be home in
ing the civil war was Harry Kilo*, who ently bullets came through the tents why people fall iu business, since the
mind
that there is nothing to be done
causes
of
failure
in
men
and
women
and
simultaneously
the
cry
of
"Fall
in!
POLE PLAYING.
served as a spy in a Michigan regiment
that it is so insignificant that one can
are practically the same.
fall
in!"
was
quickly
repeated
outside.
His
name
became
a
terror
to
A « InUrwUIn* Daw a'ln'V ogua A h h i th* |
There is one source of failure among afford to slight it. The slighting habit
1*01*11*.
.11the confederates in whatever part of Every fellow grabbed his musket and
women,
however, which is probably grows insidiously and unconsciously,
bounded
out,
The
line
was
quickly
Contrary to the generally accepted-i the field he served, until one day he
one should value her professional
sptnion, Indians are very fond of games, found himself In the hands of a small formed and advanced to the woods, more common than among men, and and
which were found to be full of Roddy’s th at is the lack of special and patient reputation as she values her moral
and they have invented many which band of raiders.
too much to do any thing
betray great ingenuity, and at the same They were encamped on the banks of confederate raiders, dismounted. Ths training. In her delightful talk before character—
that unworthy or discreditable,—In
time coll for considerable skill in play a small stream, and our spy was locked work was hot for a few minutes and a the Chicago Women’s club last year, te
r Ocean,_________ __
ing. One of the most popular is throw* up in tlio closet of a strongly-built but, good many men were killed and wound which the writer haiPcommented on be
fore,
Harriet
Hosmer
spoke
with
en
ed
before
tlia
confederates
were
driven
lag the pole, or "Nsh-Joos,” as it is Harry thought of bis situation; he knew
THE WOMAN LAWYER.
nailed in the Apache dialect The In- that a reward bad been offered for him, back. "Pom” was in it and stayed in it thusiasm of her sister-artist, Rosa Bon. diana pride themselves on their skill in and that he would probably ba butch 1until Roddy was driven out and across lieur. She attributed a part of .lier Her Varied Experience* In tli* Law
School and th* Court Room.
“Nah-Joos," and devote weeks, and ered; that a worse fate awaited him a field beyond the timber. On tlie crest wonderful success to genius, and the
A woman stndentof the law, whether
even months, in patient practice, per-, than being shot in the head, so he re of a bill commanding the field Roddy rest to the long, faithful, painstaking
footing themselves for the weekly con solved to escape. Examination proved hod a section of artillery, and when the labor which she expended in mastering in an office or a law school, has some
tests that occur a t the agency on "issue to him that the walls of the cell were regiment emerged from the woods be the technique of her art—even donning peculiar experiences. To a single wom
days,” when the champions of the out strong and tight, so that no egress could banged away with shells. The order men’s clothing th a t she might visit the an among a class pf men, the dilemma
lying camps congregate to draw their be made through them. Then he ex to lie down was given, but Fomeroy'did abattoirs 'And study from nature in the of the lecturers as to a fitting mode of
allotted portion of government beef, amined the floor; it was of solid planks, not like the position of affairs and de fields The great sculptor then ob address is amusing, Most of them will
cided to enter a protest Rising to his served that she thought therein existed gaze anxiously around, and, fixing the
flour and other supplies.
fastened to sleepers°and wooden pins.
Having seen, that their respective
"Ha!” suddenly exclaimed Harry, in feet, he waved his band at the confed the one great difference between men eye upon the lone female, with a slight
squaws have secured a place in line to a low tone, as he came upon a short erate battery and shouted so loud that and women artists—women wished to bow will open the discourse with the
xeeeive family rations and do all the plauk which was loose. In a moment all the reglmeut could bear him: "Quit attain results without effort, and men word "Gentlemen,” One professor was
drudgery connected with the same, the he had raised it, and with a silent con your blamed shooting over there. This Were willingto work diligently and to always careful and courteous enough to
begin with the phrase: "Lady and
braves, especially the younger men, gratulation he! proceeded to make his field is full of people." The roar of wait patiently.
This is true of almost every other de gentlemen!"
laughter which followed the invocation
hasten to tne pole-ground, where the exit down through the floor. •
game is promptly started and kept up The floor of the house was about a deadened the sound of firing.—-Hugh partment of work where the skill of
It is also amusing and gratifying to
women might be utilized. For some see the refining effect of tho lady’s en
without cessation the entire day.
foot from the ground, and as the young Burke, in Western Soldier.
inexplicable reason they have a mis trance into the lecture hall or library
The first requisite of the game is a adventurer replaced the plank he felt
taken idea that they can enter the of the school. If the upraised mascu
suitable ground. This must be level, his spirits rise within him. The-house
A KIND-HEARTED FOE.
ranks of skilled workmen, and with no line feet do not at once and voluntarily
a t least sixty feet long and eight or ten was full of men, and he could hear
feet wide. It is prepared by clearing them carousing over his head. A few' T he Hum ane A ct o f a C onfederate Soldier training whatever, and frequently with come down from the table top or back
In B a ttle.
only average intelligence, compete suc of the next chair, they are assisted to
off all the debris, and then covering were keeping guard outside, but he felt
During the late war for the Union at cessfully with ability and experience. their rightful place'on. the floor by the
the entire surface with light, dried 'sure he could slip by these as soon as it
the battle of Munfordsyille, Ky., the The ago is pre-eminently an age of hands of some fellow student Of
grass. ~At each end of the ground three should become dark
parallel ridges are made by bunching .. Darkness was not far off, and the Union forces were defeated and many competition. The. man or woman who course there are always some.men who
up the grass so as to form two grooves only danger he apprehended was that killed and wounded. Among the latter desires to make place and win recogni heartily disapprove of a woman’s pres
of equal length for the poles to glide in. the guerrillas would look into his va was an Indiana soldier belonging to tion must hare all the helps that teach ence within the walls of the law school,
The' paraphernalia of this peculiar cant cell. Satisfaction, however, set the 69th Indiana regiment, Wilder's ing and doing can afford. It is hard, and are pleased to show their disap
and somewhat intricate game consists tled upon his mind as he saw the shad brigade. As this soldier Was lying in a even then, to keep up in the race, and proval in any- way short of actually
of two poles, usually eighteen to twen ows of night gathering add thickening, tent the 9th Mississippi regiment pass not faint and falter before the goal, is rude conduct. I have never known of
ty feet long, and a wheel nine inches and as the carousing overhead began to ed by and the soldier called for some reached.
systematically rude behavior toward-a
When the profession has been select woman law student
in diameter. The poles are made of lose its lond and boisterous tones be one to give him water. John' W.
willow spliced with rawhide, and re* crept slowly out from under the house, Haines, of Co. K, 9tli Mississippi, re ed, fitness and education taken for
When the woman lawyer puts out
gamble very much an ordinary bamboo and pushed through the thick bushes sponded to the call and gave the granted, it is tlie first business of the her shingle, or in modern fashion in
Ashing rod. These are marked off until ho reached the edge of the river wounded soldier water out of his own aspirant to master an. its difficulties, scribes her name on the marble tablets
from the butt end for a distance of over which he would be obliged to canteen. Then he took two canteens and to leave n o ‘part of it unlearned, at the entrance of her building, her
and filled them with Water and left however irksome and disagreeable the first experiences do not differ much
thirty inches into unequal sub-divisions swim.
of nine parts, while the wooden wheel
from those of her brothers who are just
At that moment a loud cry, uttered them by the side of the : Union soldier details may be.
Another fault is lack of professional beginning. Perhaps she has a few
is divided into ten equal parts with a by the guerrillas, reached his ear, and who inquired of Haines, his name, com
cross section or diameter of one hun be knew that his absence hod been dis pany and regiment, lie said, that will Zeal. There are a good many women more "cranks” among her first clients,
dred and twenty points, indicated by covered. He heard the tramp of . many make no difference as we ihay never employed in various capacities who, in who go to her because' they “think
Wrapping vary small sinews around feet, and yells, curses and oaths reach meet again. But the wounded Indionian their inmost hearts, consider it a griev they will get more sympathy from a
rawhide, so that the total number of ed his ears. They were on >his track, insisted that he should give him bis ad ance that they must support them woman.” When sooner or later they
culls will make sixty points on either and delay was death. Acting upon this dress for he desired to know who selves. They do tlieir work grudgingly have to be shown the door, their re
side of the center, or one hundred and thought he plunged silently into the bad done him* this kindness and and repiningly, indifferent as to the proaches for her inhuman hard-heart
twenty points in all.
river and swam for the opposite shore perhaps saved his life. Haines gave quality of the service rendered, and edness are particularly severp, because
him his name, company and regiment secretly elated if they are able to "get they "expected le tter things from a
Standing in the middle of the ground, with firm, rapid strokes.
the wheel is taken np by one and rolled
The raiders heard his movements, and whore he resided and left him. out" o f , any portion of their task. woman.”
toward the center ridge, already ex and he saw, to his horror, that four of Time rolled on and the Indiana soldier There are examples where women have
Her clients are not, as many suppose,
plained, and then the poles are thrown, them hod started in pursuit in a small got well and returned to his regiment. succeeded in work ’that is wholly dis chiefly women. On the contrary she is
so that when the wheel falls it will fall boat, while the report of a revolver In a short time after his return his regi tasteful, but this is possible only where more likely to be employed by men,
oh top of the poles and near the butt broke upon the air, and the splash of mentwas sentto Hernando, Miss., and there are tremendous will power and’ who want to give her a chance to show
«nd, and every mark covered, whether the ball spattered the water into his got there just in time to snvc the home proportionate conscientiousness, and what she can do. Therefore her cases
On the wheel or the pole, counts for face. Knowing that ho could not reach of John W. Haines from being burned such a character is about os rare as are as likely to be questions of busi
the players the total of alL
ness contracts as controversies that are
the opposite shore ahead of his pur and his family turned out in the street. genius
In the first place, it isnot a grievance connected with matters popularly sup
For example, If the cross section, suers, he slackened his pace, and in a He told the commanding officer how
which' contains one hundred and twen moment the boat was not ten feet off Unde John Haines bad got him water to be self-supporting, but it ought to be posed to be within a woman's sphere.
ty points, should fall directly over a
"Surrender, Yank!” yelled the fellow and enred lor him at tlie battle of Mun* a source of comfort, strength and hap When she appears in court the wom
pole, within the sub-divided spaces, it in the bow of the little boat.
fordsville, and a guard was placed at piness. The realization that the living an attorney finds the judges and a t
mould count for the player the full
Our spy dived deep and came up Haines* home and his property saved. which the world is supposed to owe tending counsel as courteous and as
number of points pins whatever other nearly wider tlie stern of the craft and He did not tell Haines his name and every human being has been honestly deferential as they Would be in her
mark it tenches on either the pole or exerting all bis strength, directed with therefore be ia at a loss to find him. earned should afford almost as much drawing room. They will treat her a%
wheel. The poles and wheel are then such skill as was only his, he capsized John W. Haines now lives at Vicks- moral support as the consolation of re-. an equal, except that they will assist
picked up by the plarera, and, return the boat, and then, with a loud laugh, burgi Miss., and is very desirous to find ligidn. It means that the worker is not her by placing/„chairs, handing books
ing to the center of the ground, they he struck out for the shore.
tins Indiana soldier. If this article dependent upon the brains and energy and papers, and doing more favors for
roll the wheel as before toward the op
He was a strong swimmer, but one of should come to liis observation he will of others, that she is not a suppliant for her than for her male colleaguen In
posite end of the ground, and in this the largest of the men gained on him in do Mr. Haines a great favor by letting succor unwillingly granted, and which fact they treat her very much as they
way the game continues.
spite of all he conld do. lie dreaded him know his whereabouts 1>y address she does not need; that she can make would treat the distinguished legal
From this It will be seen with what the embrace with his muscular pursuer, ing him at Vicksburg, Miss.—American her way and straighten the rough lights of the age If they were within
wonderful dexterity the poles are Lut it was inevitable—the huge fellow T rib u n e ,___ ____________
places for those that are to come after the bar, that is, with a deferential
handled, and with what nicety of cal was already upon him, and ILwas fight
her. In the second place the state of courtesy. This of course is only the
A
L
aughable
Escape,
culation the spot the wheel will fall it or die.
"being supported" is misunderstood. case when the woman lawyer behaves
determined, for the slight.-rt obstruc
A
corporal
and
two
privates,
having
The
woman in the family must work as a lady. If slip assumes a defiant
The two men grappled, and the wa
tion or tUt of the wheel will change its ter foamed around them. Haryy bad in their custody a deserter, were enjoy unceasingly In the highest spirit of self- and bullying manner, as if to demand
original course.
never met his match in physical ing themselves at a country invert sacrifice, diligently and well She must
recognition, she will receive the
The "curve" SO much admired in the strength, and the burly raider was a near St- Louis, one day, during the re look after the house that it may be special
treatment
descries. But such con
baseball expert Is here employed with child in his hands. He soon held him cent war. The deserter amused his clean and habitable; this involves, as duct is, I she
happy to say, extremely
wonderful ingenuity, for the wheel can in a position which rendered him help military guardians with several enter Buskin has shown, a part of the knowl rare amongam
our
women a t the bar, and
ba diverted from its apparent course at
and seizing his enemy’s throat, taining sleight-of-hand tricks, but be edge required. In mastering a score of is much lamented by others who are in
the will of the player. This, however, less,
ing
encumbered
with
the
steel
ruffles,
professions,
She
is
housekeeper,
nurse,
he choked him until lie was insensible
pnblie opinion weighed in the same
is a degree of akUl that few attain.
complained he could not display his hostess, and, In our uncertain domestic balance with such misguided persons.
end
then
let
him
sink'
to
tho
bottom.
Any number of pointrconatltute the I t was necessary to this act in order to skill to advantage, and requested to conditions, frequently cook and scrub
A. Green, LL.IL, in Chantsugame, usually something under two save his own life; and now that he had have his hands set a t liberty whilst he woman. In short, the skilled house —Mary
quan.
.
hundred—Holden Days.
got rid of his worst antagonist, he exhibited a favorite trick, which he de keeper must be ready for any emer
WOMEN IN THE FIELD.
reached the northern shore, and wav scribed. This being agreed to, he pro gency-illness, losses, misfortune, the
READY MONEY.
ing his hand, he uttered a yell of tri ceeded to tie the hands of the three defection of servants, the sudden
Miss Annus E. Allkx is the local ed
U i t e r i l l i H S T i l M t « th * M au la Bast* umph and disappeared In the darkness, soldiers, and his own together with a sally of unexpected guests—all of
leaving his enemies to curse and swear handkerchief, which he was wholly to which demand tact, amiability, fore itor of the Friendly Farmer, Wilton
The lstge* majority of failures in With chagrin and malice,—N. Y. Morn loose with a gentle stroke. The magic thought, endurance and wisdom, Junction, Is. Her sister Laura has fa ll
knots were tied, but, on being shaken, I t is true that, in return for her ser control of the job printing department.
business are caused by insufficient cap ing JournaL
the knots all remained firm except the vices, she is housed, clothed and fed— A w o m a n at Portsmouth, Eng., is a
ital. The man who gets foundered in
A WAR INOTd ENT.
one which held the deserter. This fell "supported” as it is termed, but it Is a teacher of navigation, and many of her
Wall street, »nd on nU otbersxchauges,
'la the man whose ventures are beyond D an ger D oes K o t D eaden th e flense o f asunder with a touch; and, quick as an trite observation that she contributes pupils have successfully passed the
Itn m or,
arrow, he lifted up the sash and darted as much toward the family fortune as board of trade examination and got po
his capital. He spreads too much sail
War has its humors as well as its hor head-foremost through the window, the outwsrd and visible money-earner sitions as mates and skippers.
and suddenly goes under. This is not
Mbs, P . V. M. R aym ond , of Lincoln,
ealy tr ie of the speculator, but it is rors, and the sense of humor in the in leaving his keepers raging a t each oth —her husband. But she frequently
equally true la legitimate business. If dividual will assert itself If it is in the er, and tugging like ill-coupled hounds, has that which, to a good woman, is Neb., has for five yean trained the or
euehaa Eve thousand dollars In cash, man, no difference what the environ before they thought of cutting asunder the highest of all earthly compensa atorio chorus classes of Lincoln; and
hew many goods should he buy? Some ment may be. There was a soldier in their bonds, which having effected, they tions, the love and trust and fidelity of this year, by special request of the so
will stock np with twenty-five thou Company II of the Fourth Iowa Infan commenced a warm chase; but the de her husband-congenial and. tender cieties, she conducted their musical
sand. A mote prudent fellow will try, whose sense of humor was so serter having got the start, rendered companionship which is denied the un festival with great success.
T he Psuret sisters ara vety success
keep a good reserve, a surplus in cash. strongly developed that the presence of their efforts ineffectuaL—3*.Y. Ledger, married.
Last of all, there are many—too many fully conducting a printing and pub
He k always afraid that a drought or a danger only seemed to evoke it. His
A Jo h n n y Jo k e r.
women who have no comprehension of lishing house in Brussels, which was
fr o st wilt destroy the corn, and what name was Pomeroy, but the regiment
In one of the confederate companies the value of time. They are not a t foundedA>y their father. One sister it
theut—the farmer can’t buy his goods. knew him as "Pom.” Every soldier
They get out of style, and so he loses who had passed a night with him on a t Charleston there was a blue-eyed their posts promptly, and are eager to a poet and the other edits Lo Petite Rea* both ends when he has stocked up outpost duty was ever after his admir young Englishman full of merriment leave before the work is finished^ or tm littgt, the first illustrated juvenile
wildly. Cash fa hand, although draw -1ing friend, He had been a clown or and waggislmess. One of his tricks finished as it should be. They think periodical ever published in Belgium.
A rxMALfl jewelry drummer is the
fag t o interest, generally pavs com- variety actor before the war, and could was to mimic pompous officers, who that nine o'clock means hslf-psst nine;
pound interest when the sheriff comes sing all the dialect songs and tell all sometimes stalked around the forts that noon comes iu the after part of the latest novelty on the road in Maine,
ia. for instance, and slaughters goods the broken-English stories of the' age. with their gold-mounted field-glasses, day, and promises made, contingent Bhe Is handsome, dresses stylishly,
for cash. Hosts of traders are ruined He could Imitate a hand-organ and in- in a way that would bring down the upon fixed dates, are not binding. The wear's a man's soft felt hat, and hails
by straining their credit How wal- atantly assemble an audience in any house if done on the stage In comedy. woman who is most sincerely interest from New York, Bhe is away np on
eosae to the pressed manufacturer is regiment of the division. He was He usually wore slung over his shoul ed in what she is doing Is in her place the a rt of traveling, can not he im
Hm merchant with plenty of money! known as a jolly fellow all along the der three joints of cane In imitation of when she Is needed, and remains there posed upon by hotel clerks, haekmen or
He buys almost a t his own price when line, and was hailed with delight when a field-glass, and one day, after a long until her work is lone. Bhe literally railroad men, and always sells as many
hankers are not discounting commer ever he approached a group of fellow study of the enemy through the pre takes no note of time, the task before goods as the smartest of her male com
cial paper, And so it is at every turn soldiers To fighting he was not par tended magnifier, he dropped the In her being the one thing of paramount panions.
of life; the man with ready money gets tial, and bis ability as an actor enabled strument leaped from the observatory importance. This Applies peculiarly to
Mbs. William n . Cbanb has been
tbs best of everythlng.—Miehigan liitn to evade several of the sanguinary where he stood and alighted among a newspaperwomen, whose "copy” must the treasurer of-her husband's theatrical
conflicts in which the regiment was en crowd of men watching him from be be handed in at stated seasons, and company since 1876, Bhe collects, pays
Tradesman,
gaged.
low. Ills face was the picture of alarm, who expect to beqpme reliable and salaries, hills for printing and other ex
-01dutt~-"Jteiaeinber, my son, t o . He was nicely
. „ caught,
....... . however,
_______ at
__ and when asked yrhat the m atter was valuable to their employers.
penses, attends personally to the bank
always keep yonr expenses within yonr j Cherokee station, while the regiment he answered hysterically; "The mat . To recapitulate, then, the leading ing, sending of money orders and all
te w * * " Youngan—1"Got a better was moving from Memphis to Chatta ter? Why, I brought those Yanks so causes of failure are lack of training, other business connected with her posi
plant'
n than that. I propose bringing my nooga, I t was Bunday morning in close up with my glass th a t i became unwillingness to submit to training, tion, handling from forty to sixty thou
sneome np to my expen***."—India*- camp, Tent* had been pitched for a frightened and ran off."-Boathent reluctance to work, a desire to be sup sand dollars per month during the aea»
apolis Journal,
ported, disregard 6t time, and lack of •on.
real Du that day, and inside a number Bivens*.
f
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THE FARMING WORLD.
PORTABLE WIRE FENCE.
I t b Service*W*» Looks West an d Ie Very

B»»Jiy I’e M tm M .
Two years ago l built a barbed wire
fence around a four-acre clover field.
The posts were set deep and the wires
were stretched tight and placed close
, together. Xput six wires In a space
thirty inches high and although It re
strained the hogs, the pigs and Bhoats
up to fifty pounds in weight would get
through, I then measured off a plat
ten rods square in an adjoining clover
field, and with a post auger set a sevenfoot post two and a half feet in the
ground * t each corner, bracing them
well, Two small stakes of usage
orange, two and a half feet long and
two and a half inches in diameter were
fastened to each corner post by
bonds of No. 13 galvanized wire, as
shown in thd sketch. The wires were
then stretched between the short posts,
making a panel on each side ten rods
long. A staple .was driven . around
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A SBBVXCEAnr.K BARRED WIRE- FENCE.
each wire and into the post to prevent
its slipping up or down. The first wire
was placed on the ground or as near to
it as possible, for, after the pigs have
beaten a path around, it will be high
enough. The second, third and fourth
wires were placed three and a half
. inches above each other, the fifth four
and one-half inches above the fourth
and the sixth six inches above the
fifth. This makes a fence twenty-one
inches high, which is sufficient for hogs.
'Four three.foafc stakes were driven
along each panel and two rods apart.
The Vvires were alternated on each side
of the stakes, which takes up the
slack, and then stapled fast. I took
No, 13 galvanized smooth wire and put
it in lengths of thirty inches. These
pieces were woven every four. feet
around each wire and act as stays to
prevent the pigs from spreading the
wires, and in a measure to give rigidity
to the whole fence. In putting on
these cross wires a pair of leather m it
(tens pr heavy gloves should he worn to
protect the hands. Since building this
fence Xhave had no trouhle with pigs
getting through. To Amove the fence
Oil that is ^necessary 'is to remove the
band wires from the corner posts, pull
op the intermediate stakes, hitch a
horse to one end and draw,, it where it
is wanted, A spool could be made and
the fence 'rolled np on a wagon.-rAmCrican Agriculturist.
THE DAIRY INDUSTRY.

_Western farmers, as a class, feed but
little if any roots. Corn, oats, hay,
straw and fodder are the principal ma
terials used during the winter. There
may he a surplus of turnips, potatoes
or other root crops, hut little care is
taken to feed them out to secure the
best results.
These can be used to a good ad
vantage during- the fall and winter,
and especially when they cannot be
sold at a price that will leave a profit,
I t is only in exceptional eases that the
small, unmarketable potatoes, turnips
or other root crops can be sold profit
ably. I t is hardly good economy to
sell the good ones a t alow price in
order to get rid of the smaller one* A
much better plan will be to sort them
over, sell the best and feed the restout
to the stock. If the quantity is large
so that this, cannot be done before
there is danger of freezing they can be
stored in a Cellar or put in pits and be
taken out as needed. They make the
best rations boiled and mashed mixing
wheat bran, or wheat bran and com
meal with them. In this way they
make a good fattening ration. If this
plan cannot be followed conveniently
another good plan is to slice or chop
Up and sprinkle bran, or corn'meal
and bran over them quite liberally and
thefrfeed. They should bo clean, as it
is not good economy to compel the
stock to eat dirt when it can be avoid
ed.
They are not a complete food in.
themselves, but fed in connection with
grain or bran with roughness, they
make up a good feed and especially so
when there is a lack of variety.
Potatoes are good for hogs, horses or
sheep; turnips make a good feed for
sheep and cattle, as also do carrots or
beets; parsnips are considered especial
ly good for horses, so that all the sur
plus can be used to a good advantage.
We are so accustomed to feeding corn
that other materials’are not considered
at their value and are often whsted to a
more or less extent on this account.
Now this is th'q time when the late
root crops are .being harvested, and
either marketed or stored away and
with'a little care considerable feed can
be secured that will lessen the amount
of. grain necessary to keep the stock in
a good condition, while the variety of
feed will help maintain good health.
Because a crop yields well and is cheap
Is no reason for wasting, hut rather
that more care be taken to make tho
most out of it.—Prairie Farmer.
A POULTRY HOUSE.
I t Mm Point* o f A dvantage W orthy o f
SefloaR C ontlderation.

We give, in this connection, a plan
and elevation of a house recommended
by Mr. Fetch in his excellent work on
poultry culture. In this house a sen
and dust bath can be enjoyed in tlio
open air by fowls, and the rest of the
day the space can be used as additional
house room* The front can be opened

B

f if t e e n M illion Cow* R equired t o Supply
,
, th e Uemwnd fo r M ilk.

There arc $2,000,000,000 invested in
the dairy business of this country, says
the American Analyst. T hat amount
is almost double the money invested in
■banking and commercial industries. I t
.isestimated that it requires 15,000,000
epvrS to supply the demand for milk
aud its products in the United States.
Td feed these cows, 00,000,000 acres of
land are under cultivation. The agri
cultural and dairy machinery and im
plements are worth $300,000,000, The
men employed iq the business number
360,000, and the horses are over 1,000,$00. There are over 13,000.000 horses
all told.
The cows and horses annually con
sume 30,000,000 tons of hay, and nearly
•0,000,000 bushels of corn meal, about
the same amount of oat meal, 375,000,600 bushels of oats, 3,000,000 bushels of
bran and 30,000,000 bushels of corn, to
say nothing of the hreweiy grains,
sprouts and other questionable feed of
Various kinds that aro used to a great
extent. I t costs $450,000,000 to feed
these eows and horses. The average
price paid to the laborers necessary in
the dairy business is probably 930 a
month, amounting to$l 80,000,000 aycar.
The average cow yields about 450
gallons of milk a year, which gives a
total of 5,750,000,000 gallons. Twelve
esnts a gallon is a fair price to estimate
the value of milk at, a total return to
the dairy farmers of $180,000,000, if
they sold alt the milk as milk, Hut
••per cent, of their milk is made into
eheese and butter. I t takes twenty*
Mveu pounds of milk to make one
Found at butter, and about ten pounds
to taske one pound of cheese. There
is the Same amount of albuminoids in
sight and a half pounds of milk as
there is in one pound of beef, A fat
steer furnishes COper cent, of boneless
href, but it would require 34,000,000
■Avers, weighing 1,800 pounds eich, to
produce the same amount of nutrition
•a the annual milk product doe*
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FEEDING ROOT CROPS.
Tnaralp* and P o ta ts e e Can B e Uaed to Kx»
relia n t A dvantage,

t 9,
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(■ROUND FLAW.

'A, scratching room, D, roost platform, with
perches above and hosts below. O, dost box.
D, feed trough. E. water basin. I, oyster-shell*
box. H, swinging doors,
b y sw in g in g th e doors Inw ard, th ro w 
in g open a la rg e space to so u th e rn ex 
posure. T h e doors sw in g in g in com 
p le te th e position w hich fo rm s th e la y 
in g room an d ro o stin g room , th e Open
place fo rm in g a shed lo r th e su n h ath ,
etc* W hen th e p a rtitio n is re tu rn e d to
th e fro n t th e b n ild id g becom es a house
e n tire ly inclosed.

DONALD KENNEDY

To Dlipd Cold*,
I
Wide Awake for November.
Headaobes and Fsvevs. to cleauutb* sys
I t Ur worth everybody’s while to buy tem
effeotusily, yet gently, when costive *r
toe November Wide Awake', for three bilious,
or when the blood Is impure or j
notable features: “The Boyhood of sluggish, to permanently cure habitual cos- ■
Hawthorne,” by his relative, Mrs. Illch- stipatlon, to awaken the kidney* and liver
a healthy activity, without irritating'or ,
ard Manning of Salem, Mass,, which Is to
weakening them, use Syrup of Figa
full of family anecdote and gives a
photograph of the first portrait painted Tbs author who 1*scriouaiy depressed by Kennedy’s Medical Discovery
of Hawthorne; the closing chapters of unfavorable, notices of bis work may be
cures Horrid Old Sores, Deep,
Margaret Sidney’s famous serial, “Five said to be oritically ill.- -Lowell Courier.
Little Peppers Grown Up;” and Always avoid harsh purgati ve pills. They
years.,
“Nolop,” a ballad by Mm. Laura B- first nmke you sick and then leuveyou con- Seated Ulcers of
Richards, giving the tragic story of the Stlpated. Carter’s Little Liver Fills regulate j standing, Inward Tumors, and
bearer of Raglan's dispatch to Lord ' the bowels and make you well. Dose,oue pill.
Lucan’s “Light Brigade,” when they
An amateur sailor calls his yacht "Old every disease of the skin, ex
made the famous “charge” a t Balak- Cheese;’' there is always a "skipper” or
lava; sure to become a favorite with so on board.—Binghamton Republican.
cept Thunder Humor, and
boys for Declamation Day. Margaret
Spencer has a capital story, “Gladys
Cancer that has taken root
McLean's Hallowe’en Party;” Mrs,
Kate Upson Clark lias a Thanksgiving
Price, #1.50 . Sold by every
tale, “Mistress Esteem Elliott's Molas
Druggist in the U. S . and
ses Cake;” “ Old A dams, the Bear-Tam
er” is a hit of Western biography by
Canada.
,v
Charles Howard Shinn. William Zach
B efore
ary Gladwin has a good story of a
plucky boy, called “Johbny O’Dowd’s
•u y lij*
Chance*” “Men and Things” is rich In
anecdote, and readable poems and
articles are contributed by A(rs. S. M.
Vf your
B. Piatt, Amanda B. Harris, “ M. E. B.,” With many a man Is some trivial act. amt a mero
racommpndstlon or some friend to try H. S. H.
Mrs. William Glaflin, Clara Doty Bates, has
naved tho lives of hundreds. .
epeaklncagoed word (or M. iA. S.lsnntnral. foe ,
Caroline Hunt Rimmer, L. J. Bridg whereverit
has been tried there have always been
eood results.
man, and many others.
OURsome water Iqthe slcera haldlng’thel
Blood Foisoimro,
Wide Awake is 83.40 a year; 20 cents
and tight
nor
anywharselse!
Gasccapr Tne Sam;
where
thereasleaher*
senshow
m, and
eeelfltli
wnWrtighLI
A number* A specimen (back number)
U
lcers akd 6oass*
There
nrogoode
In
the
m
arket
tltet
lookverynlce l
will be sent on receipt of 5 centsv D.
but will leak at.even Mum. We warrant
ALLSKIMUI3KAUS.
Tower's IMPROVED Flab Bran* I
Lothrop Company, publishers, Boston.
A treatise on Blood and Skin Diseases ensiled SlicHer to hewater tight at everyeesmand :
tax* onappUcutlon.
ettrywhert the; also not topeel tr stick, and
authiirfza
onrcmtcri
tomake goodsnr Slicker
A Royut Failagogne.
Druggist* Sell I t ,
that full, in
either point,
Watch Out for the Sefl YTttltn Cellar
The king of Corea takes deep Interest
8W IF T SPECIFIC CO.,
and iHth Brand Traie Hark.
In the schools in which Corean youths
Drawer 3, Atlanta, Ga.
A Jo TOWER, Ntfr-r Breton, A\a**.
are taught to rend and write English,,
which has now been in successful oper
ation for three years. A correspondent
describes the annual examination,
She’s putting the washboard'
which the king personally conducts, as
where
it’ll do some good. She
an entertaining and instructive specta
cle, the more so, since his majesty docs
Wi
has suffered with it long
not speak or write the English lan
enough;
broken her back over
guage. As all his work is done be
it, rubbed the clothes to pieces
tween 'the hours of four in tho after
noon and fonr in the morning, the ex
on it, wasted half her time with it.
amination often occurs at night In
But now she knows better.
his cr imson-embroidered robes, tbs
Now she’s using Pearline— and
king sits behind a low, broad table; on
which is placed an interlinear copy of
'when a woman uses Pearlin e,
the English exercises, vulgarly known
the only way to use die wash
os a "pony..” Each candidate'presents
himself alone with deep prostrations,
board is in the -kitefien
and to him is handed, while kneeling,
There's no more hard wdrk, ho
a bamboo stick numbered to correspond
with a page in the exercise-book, and more ruinous rubbing, but there’s washing that’s easy »and
this page the student is expected to economical and safe.
read, explain and parse, the king mean
Millions o f women are just as sensible as this one. A re you?
time following tho, recitation by the aid
Peddlers and some unscrupulous grocers will tell you “ this ia as good «s'* 'Him
of his “pony” and an interpreter.—N.
“ the same ns Pearline, . I T ’S FALSE—Pearlineis never peddled, and if '
Y. Ledger.
-

Of Roxbory, Mass,, says
40

T h e T u r n in g P o in t

S. S. S. for |

Send
j*. r » ^ . _ 1 _
11 a S c I C K

The Only One Ever Printed—Cen Ton Find
th e Word?
There is a 8 Inch display advertisement
In this paper, this week, which has no two
words aUtio except oae word. The same is
truo of each new one an- earing each week,
from The Dr. H arter'M edicine Co. This
house places a “ Crescent” on everything
they mnhe and publish. Look for it, send
them tho narnoof the word and they will
return you book, beautiful lithographs or,
samples free.

■H i
______

isfied with his lot.—Columbus Post.

—the roosting room being 18x15, and
open shed the same. This is the plan
here illustrated, Three feet of the di
viding partition is permanent, malting
the swinging front t» feet, and having
the 3 feet a t the western! a door to swing
hack against tho west end wall, its
shown; 6-fooi posts all around/ awl
two equal-pitch roofs* Windows etiji
he made as you please Four haft
sash, each si* lights of 9x13 glass, \me
in each half front-, and ohe in the eild,
would he ample*
Where the FYoilt Comes la*
With sheep, as with other live stock,
tile best profit Will be found In tlio
AMONG THE POULTRY.
Weight th at Is made while the animal
Poultry houses should iac# the south is young—with sheep within the first
•Southeast,
year and in the first one hundred
TuxKRrg and guineas ara great for- pounds. The staple mutton for the
gvAfrra for insects.
table when we have really become a
rarely make good mothers* mutton eating people will he that
i some of the old hens for hatch* which has been made within twelve
months.' By using good breeds and
j h e t t are grass feeders and It is not feeding well, the carcasses will be as
lly good economy to attempt to heavy in tfeat time as we have hereto
fore been accustomed to obtain from
' too Isig ea anaabsr.
and towm-yeae tM animal* and to*
nwius are fcspt largnljr fu r toil# two
pare*
M Will
wim be
re fre«*)y eeperksr l a q o t f .
k ©f Which tfasrpr ?*y • Asifa »wHWT M
{
%
,*
.
w.
fu w w i
t its spring aadawriyf

ChicI
Ki

$k
B O LIO V E ST IB U L E T R A IN
Dally at ».(KJ p. m. frOn Chlmgq. NowM* *JM**|

AK.<HSJ(lK>N,a!'p.

$500 R E W A R D

wlUbftpftldtotbe MV&tof s s t Mtle oonp«&y who
will u,y over bl«own kuuzm«s Meat,tb*( ib« Joxitf

6 TON WAGON SCALE* $60
i* not equal to any mode, and **taadArdreUabls

Male. Forpartleukre, *ddr**«only,
Jones of Binghamton, Binghamton, E l

Patents! Pensions

PATSICX O'FAJtltXU, - WAINIXS70N, » . &

•riutumi* rAntm*w.taw, .

U IY CCUCQ cured to « « r s p
THE
r# O N L Y T R U E

IR O N
T O N IC

F ollowing the jaeos- -Many ati empty
pockct—Puck.

Will
purify BLOOD, rrrmlsi*
Kii«EV<i.
K ID N EY S,...remove I.IVJJH
(Jlaoriler.tiullil slrctigtu. renew
•ppctltc, rfaiore hCAttli arid
vigor
tiryotitluny*pepal:t,
lndlgentloa,
tliattlrf!.i fcil-

Btraisiuo ©Very norve- Pulling a tooth.
E atiuJ out of house and home •Tho pic

nto lunch —Puck.

Ingali^oliuPlycraillealeil,
Mind hrlEUtencd, liraln
v j power increftocil,

A f ,m o r man can ho relied upon to
keen everything but his promisa.—Elmira
Gazette.

W

M t con, cat nnd drink iu moderation,
for no man is I: ppy with dyopepida —
Texas Riflings.

- ............ .... a c.ife, Bpeedy rnre* Heturn*
tosobloomou c:ito!;8,beautWenCoinplcxlon.

•‘Tilt!* Is what I call rough,” rm :.rked
tho match when its head fitrm.lt tlio sand,
paper. >- l.mvcll f t ; Izen,

pamphlet.

E vrr.r poet ought, to keep a eat. No
poet can get along without the mcv;s.-*-Den
ver Sum
_

-CENTRAL

ganilfur!nva*tnr><lul(U»rX*w|*nktalii*P*t**a

G laziers suffer most when they ere not
troubled w ith panes*,—P ittsb u rg h Dispatch.

KtsBVATIOJf*

ILLINOIS:

land (or Dlgant at PBNSttMl BUS MCNTY LAW*

T as Jockey manages to live luxuriantly
«s back pay.—Pittsburgh Dispatch.

A "Toron” tender—the offer of a slug
gar’s hand In marriage.—Boston Courier.

1

.. v,

your grocer sends you something in place of Pearline, do the honest
thing—if»*f i t back.
3iS
JAMES PVLE, N«w York.

It is an old-fashion notion
that medicine has to taste
bad to do any good.
Scott's Em ulsion'is codliver oil with its fish-fat taste
T a sb sss drummer in * parade may be lo.st— nothing is lost but the
perfectly honest, notwithstanding the pop
ular impression that he beats his way.-taste.
Yonkers Statesman.
This is more than a mat
C n icx Colds and Bronchitis w ith Hale’s
Honey of Horehound and Tar.
ter
of comfort.
Agreeable
Pike's Toothache Drops Cure inoncminute.
A cbRXEa in -onions is a hard thing to taste is always a help to di
tnako. They give themselves away when gestion.- A Sickening taste
gathered in any largo quantity-—Tcxus
Siftings. •
is a l w a y s a h i n d r a n c e .
Any one can take C arter's Little Liver There is only harm in.taking
Pills, they are so very small. No trouble to
swallow. No pain o r griping after taking.
cod-liver oil unless you digest
T ub poet ssyss "Tho stars are peeping.”
They are probably siting up the audience it. Avoid the taste.
through a slit In lbs curtain.—Binghamton
..ScottABowM*,Chemi>u, ijaSowh id, Avaaaa
Leader.
_
............. .
New York.
Yourdruggui Wetp, Scott’*EmuMoaofcad-Uvav
T os real sstate speculator is rarely sat
Oil—*11dnigglKt averywbor* da, ft,

looks tho sweetest.—Rani’s Horn.

1. r n
[*.***“1!

COAT

A Sensible Woman

Mkn with woil-knit figures are seldom
Mr. Feleh’a plan represents a build
ing 13x25 feet, "Farm Poultry changed Worsted itia fight—Pittsburgh Dispatch.
tliix to 15x30, with perpendicular walls
T bs spplo you musn’t have always

•

»

F

' **". bones, nerves, tuns*
cleg, receive now force.
gnffcrlnB from couiplalnla J)C.
culiar to tlic irs e x , tislng it, find

Hold ovorywhern. AH genttlno vu<nln hear
“ Cretce.';l«*' 8cadns2conliilaiiJii rorirj.page

OR. HAftTER MEh.'CiNfi 0 0 ., £t. UidA, Me.

GRATEFUL—CGMFOft T1HU.

&■ryDiiiDtlrAnawwr
ASTHMA o—lmmo.
R

w ffl;,

IS CUIILIKM

. . . . __eootoafiSend at ence for our Catalofu*.
seeteat
monUU.C.N. NtvKWfib, Davaspetf«M«l
Davaspeit, lot
CtIRRB wlllila I« d«r**
No TAFPIXO, A saw MKtf
mv. Trial package
i...... temaa
......
_ receiptor!

DROPSY

- . 4 c.for.portage,
I
ft A11 ft BOO and
*ml tumors treated; ao
no knit#
*****
L A H w tn O oata«kh nuakpi a\*o olu m>um .
Addle,B. Ua. 1'. A. BIX, Wt u r n »T„ GlMOIMMATt, A

R H E U M A T IS M C I I R l £

M ,w li‘ irea tm e n fw lti fall.dlrttW cn* SC
mThrew
ac for O
N’K DOLI,Alt or Sampl* r«ck,rf ol
and <urtlnular* fur XKIKNT lYAKr,
JA(’KWIN lUANUFACTUIUNU CO., COlttatkM.Ok
er-vAMkrms rAriaviwyecMycctwia

AGENTS WANT E D O I S A LARY

ftFwmimtaMoTiptahlmAtath*
MfitOtilftim
Ink JCra*lnEI'eiidl. M -u iu U n ||W M ]2 ji
Monro *i:mser Mf MCo.kl**Vtv9Mt WJS. B o tlili

EPPS'S COCOA R U P T U B E S S H ^

T he bill-poster is a man who will stick
BREAKFAST,
t for tho worst man In tho eominupity,— “By a thoronnh knowledge of .the hRlurAy*”*
whichgovern the operation* of dige-Jtlon
nu'
onkois Btntcsman,
of **:a
the O
n*

f

-|

fi'T-i'i1ftin*nr

‘T havb struck a tremendous blow I” ex
claimed the man who gdt caught in a hurri
cane.—Washington Star.
A sttROKOx knows little about railroad
ing, h u t he is rigiit up on handling a break.
--Y onkers BtAbessnail.
B illy—1 didn't e st half enough Supper.
Bessie—W hat did yon have tat auppogl
Billy—i'ompitn.vQ u a rt "ihinre^kappett sometimes. An
OMq mqit reecntlyepened a jewelry Store
**)9 gut siX yeMS la r doing so.
~
' ' fiaearessso

Kbps ha*
provided our ereaaiast tames
■delicately
uu*ip»ai,
Savoured
beverage
which
mar
Pave
ua
"1
*nLhJ*
jf
aortors'
l» by theindiciouahje
«<*»<*>
article*orMil*.
diet It
thatacwirtittitlon
may be gradual,
ly boilt up until atrnug enough t«.resi*tevery ten
dencyto,di,ea«e. Hundred*or itufitiemaiadievera
floatingaround n*rendy to atiAcu wherever thena
Ma weakpoint, We mayescape manya flatalahan
Sir keSplngonrMlve*well fortfirt withjjtrtWWore
and a properly uoutlihed Iram e,- Ote« Bertie*
*tf*5{*'*lmply with hotting water,or milk. Sett

CM M upttvM a n d .

I

whohev* weekMag*er ■

a»a,akouM«a* Mao'*Oar#fee

OoMtiMptlon. It Sa* ea r ed I

It With* keateeuftinrap,
Hold ererywhere, Him

I
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iMrlcuble wedding occurred in
TtiK liEfi&Lf), f o Ai l nJefferson,
L. I., two or three

.
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day# ago. i Mrs. Benjamin (Jordon, J U 3 U J L « ^ I wMmmr pJLa U J L mJ I w I f
m
AMiMUKWtXJUiW* WMMKI»YMEWNUMI* aged 66, married William Taylor, her
hired man, aged 22. But fully as re*
markable
a wedding will soon take
HATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7, W .
place in Georgia. Hiram Lester,
nr. u . B L A I R , Editor and Prop'r aged 124, is to marry Mrs. Mosley, a
young, widow of 7o. Lester used to
be well acquainted with George Wash
|P R IC E * « .* 5 PER ANNUM.
— D E A L E R IN ington.
Wonderful events are close at hand
Arrangements are being made to
if Ilev. Dr, Heljcr Newton is a true .erect a monument in Richmond to
prophet. “I believe,” says he, “ that the memory of Gen. J. 15. B, Stuart.
there will he greater changes in the g tuai.j; was kjjipg aj the battle of Yelworld before the end of our century low Tavern in 1804. Ho was one of
than there have been at any other time the youngest and most brilliant of tlie
since the advent of Christ.
erbel chieftains. He commanded the
The English hunting season began cavalry of Lee’s arroany, and his'brief
last Monday, One hundred and fifty- career was crowded with romantic ex
A. N E W , S T O C K O B ’
~ i;
live packs of hounds stand ready to ploits,
chase the • poor foxes to death. So
Peter Weingarter, of Mascouthjb,
long as men find a real pleasure in the 111., does not know so much as his
killing of animals they are not so years should have taught him, else he
civilized as they might he.
would .not have taken out a license to
•wed young and handsome Emma
Ex-Senator ‘Ingalls always had a
Hoenth until ho had consulted her.
picturesque and perspicuous way of
When Mies Hoenth heard what Peter
cxjpe&iug himself. Years ago, when
had done, she procured a large horse
a young, lawyer, he thus referred to
whip, sought his whereabouts and gave
the spiritual dimensions of his client’s
him a regular Russian knouting.
opponent: “ This man’s soul would
have mare room in a mustard seed
Presence of mind is an unusual form
than a bullfrog iiiX&ke Superior.”
of precocity. George Ivreuder, of
Newark, attempted to hang himself
Recently the mother-of Gen. John
the other day. After connecting his
Morgan was called “ the mother of
neck to the ceiling by means of a stou>
soldiers,” because a half dozen of .her
rope, he pushed over the chair upon
boys saw service,in the war. v Mrs. H.
which he was standing. While his
B. Merchant, of Rockford, 111 , de wife ran screaming out-dnnra their 4Bervea the title more than any woman , ycnr-olJ Annie quietly picked up the
living. She had eleven sons iu the I chair and p u t it under her fat her’s
union army. She has been granted a ! fret. Kreuder was extremely thank
modest pension by special act of cou- k isL for soon as the rope tightened 11
CALL A X I S Y f t V B t t l f l b ' V ’l ’Nt
'had reeousidered his determination.
gross. .
,.

A0 jsi .epk ^ p " ” * '-'ri
^ T U R IL V V , Ni»1,

SUCCESSOR TO DUNLAP & CO

#r / / , JiL A 1/•*, L
|PRICE S I . 2 5 ,
^ I H I K O I %>\

P I LUMBER OF ill KINDS.
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_l Boys anOCM'flu's Clotlii.
tottCOATS

f a l l s u it s

‘s >

In this line we show a very hand
some assortment. Boys’ Long Pants
Suits, and Overcoats Jr m $4 to 118
A new line of the natty three-piece.
Derby Suits (short pants) 10 to 18
years. 17 to $18. Stylish Jersey
S ilts for lout-year-olds and upwards
$2 50 to $8 Short Pacts Suits as
Jew as i! 25 Knee Pants as low as
•IT, cents. Hats, Underwear and
Furnishings in an endless variety.

ITO,,JS* <!> n h u
Hont
m Puns.
<bin.
p i l l a r and g h ’
tbw, $i Z ” <*tra
to $ 3 5

Luis
B n u b le » r . M “ a

<*•
D re s s
1 p r ic e s
iiuf OtllJ *
$ 5 too to $ a o * ^

K. t'h u r.-h ,

ONLY A

A large stock, All size, Ready for hanging, at
low prices. Estimates furnished on application, for
anything in the line of Lumber.

11 '
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Is a matter purely between you and us. We pay tribute to nothing for our success, save your apprecia
lion and our own perseverance. The immense stock of Suits and Overcoats that fills out large store, was
made ft r you -personally, ar,d worth fills every cent you pay ui. Who ought to be able to clothe you
beat ? We who have b<en serving you for 30 years, or some one who does not know you, and whose only
interest lies in bow much profit they can make. Our line of Suits and Overcoats this season Is one-third
larger, and much finer than we have ever before shown. From the people cornea our praise^-the home
folks here, who are now and will be again, arrayed In ours, the finest clothing made on earth. The lowest
grade we advertise Is 15. We have cheaper ones. We put the meat money 15 ran buy into it. That is
why it is batter than any one else sells. At 17,110, tlfi. i:o and upward, you will find with every increase
inpriee—worth takes a long stride, Bee every grade. We are from 13 to 15 under any one. Why. do you
ask V Because we pay no rent, buy ft* oath and every time a pinched manufacturer has to unload a bar
gain, we get a sllae of it,
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pastor. Vrex-hinK
>*>5 Olai-ic-cry
». m.? Bahhiith u<di<
llaptiHt OUmHi.
lastor. I*r«a«‘huiji
lU in , and 7:00 p m
2:0(1 o'chii-A o m; K
liaaday niftht.

DOORS

.

B ro a c h in g a t

“ bool at 9*30 a, m
Young People1* m«
nrayof meeting 'v «i
, ;09
IT. P. Church.—- I
pastor, Hoi-v iccH ;i
*u; Sahhafh acoool

SIDING, FINISHING, FLOORING, SASH, DOORS BUNDS.

SCREEN
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H, U*5 -aldsul.l
B . P- ciiurt'li. -It
mStor. Snrvii-es at
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W EEKLY tfKWBPAPF.K

fiATUilDxVY, N O V EM B ER 7, ’91.
- $ , J L E L A IE, E d ito r atul E ro p ’r
(PRICE S 1.25 PER ANNUM.
O lU illC U l ) I H K l ! f « l l ¥ .
fiovonant*’*' Orm-elw—Uev T. c.
.up,ml, 1’ istor, linunliir ' howIcon. at
l|j0t> a i)i; >uMtnU» i/ehonl at UUUft a tu
g . p , c h t m d t . — H o * . .1. JP.

M o rto n ,

unitor. ,H«rvU!«s at U;00 a in: Sabbat))
Jeliqot at I<1:110 a m.
jf, B. C laud).- ttov. G. E. Tufts, pas
tar. Preiiuhim? at 10:4i> a in; Mabball.
K'bool at 9'SO a.in .; class, 3:00 p. in,*,
Tonr)« People’s meetin-' at 7:00 p tn;
meeting Wednesday evening at

s r

II. P. C h u r c h ,-- Uov. J , C. W arnock,
pastor. Hflf vines a t.l t:(UI a in a n d 7 p
uij Sabbat b .school a t 10:00 a in .
A I M S , t 'bnr<*h.—lis v . A. O. tspivey
castor, Preaching a t 11:00 a in and
7i(H>p in; Clsiss u* f.ry other S abbutb at 10:00
‘ in,; S alib atb school a t 10:00 a in.

baptist Chncidi. —Hev, I>. M Turner.

Eastor.

P re a c h in g e v e ry S ab b ath a t
lain, umi 7:0<>p in ; S a b b a th School a t
2:00o'clock h m ; P ra y e r m e e tin g W ed
nesday n ig h t.

ONLY A FEW LEFT.
The A m erican Buffalo Has Becom e N early E x tin c t,.
C olornilo t h e Ilo ftic o f t h e Itm n .ln lB R
M em b ers o f C o u n tle ss H erd * —
W a n to n 'D e s tr u c tio n o f
i t h e A n im al*.
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E le c t r i c C u r r e n t o n P i h i m .

A report on tha effects of the electric'
light on plants comes from the, agri
cultural experiment station of Cornell
university, where studies have been
made of the influence of the electric
arc lamp upon greenhouse plants.
Radishes wc:*o strongly attracted by
the light, and all leaned at an angle ol
from 00 degrees to 45 degrees toward
the lamp. The report says: •
“There are a few points which arc
clear, the electric light promotes as
similation, it often hastens growth and
maturity, it is capable of prodded ng
natural flavors’ and colors in fruits, it
often intensifies colors of fibwers, and
sometimes increases the production oi
flowers.”
I t is added that the experiments
•how that plants do not need periods ol
darkness for rest. “There is every rea
son, therefore, to snppose that the elec
tric light can be profitably used in the
growing of plants," and the further in
ference is that “ if the electric light
makes plants to assimilate during
the night, and does not interfere with
growth, it must produce plants of great
size and; marked precocity,
Experiments have been carried ont in
France, in Lot-et-Garonne, by Mi Barat.
upon the application of the electric cur
rent to the culture of potatoes, tomhtoes
and hemp, A row of hemp, subjected
to the influence of electric current, pro
duced' a row of stalks IS inches higher
than those not electrified id the same
time. A kilogramme -(3.9 pounds) of
potatoes planted in the path of j;ho cur
rent produced 31 kilogrammes of very
large and healthy tubers, while the un
electrified patch only gave I2>j kilo
grammes of medium size.
The electrified tomatoes also became
ripe some ten days before the others. A
curious fact has been remarked 'by M,
Barat in his experiments. If a .quanti
ty’ of manure is near the positive pole,
the constituent parts of this manure ore
transported toward the negative pole,
and their effects maid; .themselves fylt
arQund a distance of Koine yards. This
would seem to be a fresh proof of the
opinion long' advanced upon the part
played by electricity in- the. growth of
plants, an opinion also adopted by Mr.
Specnew, who has given some attention
to these phenomena: this is, that the
action of the electric unrrent upon
plants seems to consist' in the lu-ore tic
tivc dissolution of the organic principles
existing in the soil which arc thus
brought within'the roach of the roots,

There are about fifty buffaloB still
ranging wild in Colorado, say's the Bon
ver Republican. And yet one man, for
whom frontier, justice is' waiting, re
cently killed live,
i t has been so generally and frequent
ly stated and published th at the Ameri
can buffalo and bison have become com
pletely and thoroughly extinct that the
general public lias come to accept it as
a fact and boliove th a t the only sped
•mens ate those which have become dojneSticat.’d and are carefully housed
and cam ! for in the several zoological
.gardens and parks.
That there arc few of them remaining
ANIMAL INSTINCT,
on the plains is certainly true, faut there
arc enough, With, proper protection, to A S tr ik in g In stan ce o f *It tn a . P a ir of
rig*.
soon produce.large herds. In this state,
Where once there were thousands of
My father one day bought two young
these animals, their number has been pigs from a man who lived two or three
rapidly reduced by hunters, vvho have miles distant on the opposite, side of
slain them simply for the momentary one of our great rivers, says a writer in
pleasure they have experienced in kill Wide Awake, The pigs were caught,
ing largo game, until they now number tied up in two sacks, and put into my
less than fifty and are in four small father’s wagon, which was then driven
herds. These are confined to the rough a long, roundabout way, in ortfer to.
er and more sparsely populuted dis cross the. river1by n bridge at some dis
tricts. their habitutionB being a more tance. Not one step of the way did the
effective protection to them than all pigs sec, because, as 1 sahl, they were
the state game laws ever enacted by the tied tip in hags to prevontjfcheir jumping
from the wugon.
general assembly.
Well, they were,brought home and
So' small had grown the number of
these distinctively American animals put into the pig-pen. But in the morn
th a t in 1S§!) tlic state legislature enact nig, .when the hired man went to fee
ed a law providing a severe penalty for them, the pigs were gone. Search w:i
the killing of a single specimen before made in every direction, and at last
the year ll'lK), thus allowing a full ten some one discovered pigs’ trades in the
years for the’m to propagate* h at in soft, wet sand by the river side. Could
spite of this enactment word was re they have swam across? VVliatl those
ceived but A short time ago that some little pigs swtm across that great river?
one in the IConosha range had shot five ImpoSsiblei
But after searching up and down the
buffaloes. State Game Warden Band
started a t once to make a special an: 1 river-banks In vain, my father, who
personal investigation of the case. had read of many wonderful things hav
While ont he lias also made an eaten- ing-been done by what is called “animal
tibe visit through the state* and ho has instinct,” harnessed his horses and drovb
just returned with an interesting ac the long,roundabout again, to the place
count, lie is somewhat discouraged where he Jmd bought the pigs,
with many things connected with the
And there sure enough, they-were,
enforcement* or, more properly, the safe in the yard of their old home
mjnonforcemcnt of all the game law*! where their former owner had found
and predicts th a t unless something them when he got up in the morning.
’decisive is done, and th a t very soon* the They had swam across the river end
buffalo will not bo the only family then gone straight to the place of their
wiped from the face of the earth, lies birth, regardless of bridges and roundreports a niffefc terrible slaughter of all about roads, IIoW did they know where
game during the last few months. He to find it? ________
_
Was atfeed in reference to the killing of
A n U n d e rg ro u n d L ake,
buffaloes,
An underground lake has been dis
“There are now very few of them,’ covered
miles from Geiiessce,
he Mated, “ and these, in our feeble Idaho. Itthree
found fay a well-digger.
and crippled condition, we are endeav At a depth waa
sixteen feet clear, pure
oring to protect, That five of them take water ol
ran ont over the surface for
w ere killed recently l* * f•**» fchl. 1 a time, then settled hack to the earth’s
found that tv* could not convict the level. The most curious part of it. says
guilty if we brought him to trial. Ha the Boise Statesmab, is that fish were
admitted having killed fire of them and brought to the surface on the overflow.
boasted o f the fact to his friends, bat “They have a peculiar appearance and
we could find no one, after a careful in are sightless, indicating that they are
vestigation, who would testify against underground fish. The spring has at
“him, and if lie were arraigned he tracted much attention and many farm
would, o f course, any not guilty.
ers In the vicinity fear th at their farms
“I judge th a t we have now In the will drop into the lake.”
state something less than fifty buffa
loes, and these are In four bunches,
One o f these 1ms recently been seen in
A tSiri-Oaeva** Farm.
Middle pari:, Mid numbers but five, The vonthfui queen of Holland, who
»-Another,
AHtitner, and
ntui possibly
possjmy the
"“ Jlargest,
i |is| s only ten veers old, has a little farm
***•
royal castle a t llc t Loo, where
&
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Hriraly Hear (to hi* wife) I saw yo* jj «ad her own garden, where everything
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Main and Detroit 8t«.* Xenia, O.
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At llvat the whole kies of an "elixir” i wrote* Lis pm.: riptUma s fliaaaond of And you—aidful,” Gerald arid, with a
tinged the memory of hia father with I groat value, act id twisted silver, flashed sad land of courtesy.
had dismay. Georgina Maynard had frpm his right hand. He waa hardly
"Command my aid, dear fellow.”
never succeeded In casting about the flve-and-tliirty, with eyes that held the
"How shall I act regarding this pie
W. H. BLAIR, FublUbw.
mind of her younger son that spell of baffling darkness and luster of ebony per? You know how my brother treat
OEDAItVJT.T.H.
;
!
5
O H IO horror for his father’# nonconformist when mode to shine its moat somberly ed it—what a puritanic repulsion It
views which clearly had affected Sylvan. brilliant, and a face whose pointed roused in him?" „
Gerald had long delighted to think of brown beard and waxed mustache had
"Yea”
"More than this, you know bow ha
THE MAN WHO CAN NOT LAUGH his father as the intellectual rebel he been spitefully compared to that of
waa darkly hinted to have been. At some susceptible bovktardier.
has literally lost a young and charming
fcb#M * n acme IpdlTldoal* « • ro ily can’t Cambridge the almost boyish aspirant
“You should have been a Frenchman,” wife because of it. At least, her pipture
. iMUwOg
And the ehiefeet of the number la the very try- for future medical excellence had drawn Dr. Thorndyke had once said to him, seems to assure me that she was charm
lug bore
joyously on those well* of egotism "Then you would never have had to ing,” added Gerald, "and certainly Syl
Who, when you’re feeling Jolly end • bit of fun which youth finds furnished with such meet the accusation of ’humbug.' ”
van’s desperate sense of loss would con o m m em m i,
would poke,
easy
buckets
and
smooth-running
cord
AU batik
" I don’t meet it now,” smiled Clyde, firm this view.”
Will never eee the point nntll you diagram
age, and had told himself that his own with a wave of one Shapely hand; "I
Clyde shook his head as if •In strong —every cent you’ve paid for it, if it
your Joke.
love for scient ific inquiry sprang wholly dismiss i t ”
doubt. "She may have been charming doesn’t benefit or cure you. A med
Hia eyee assume a vacant stare until he thinks from the scope and acumen of that van
All In all, he had achieved a phenom enough. But to leave him like that!
awhile
icine that promises this is one that
W hat great deliberation, then he dona a faded ished paternal mind. Bat now, a t Byl- enal aaooess, alone piercing with wavy I t strikes me aa a huge piece of non
van’a bidding, tolook upon Egbert May those who werp ungenerous enough sense. Still,” he went on, "there is no promises to heip yon.
smite.
O, ft would be a pleasure Just to write the apt nard in the light of a mere thaumaturge to deny the worth of hla .notable accounting for a certain sort of femi
But there’s only one medicine of
(ftp)}
*
ist, a dabbler in those follies of pseudoAnd bide away the presence of the man who chemistry which science frowned down cures. That tbiB number was large nine wildness. It crops out in our sis Its kind that can and does promise it,
it
need
not
be
recorded,
since
there
are
ter sex with all the botanical caprice of
oannotlauRh.
aa flimsy sensationalism—this point of aome persona who have a private little
It’s Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical BisBow like a biting froet that chills the roses in regard brought with it disappointment rogues’ gallery composed entirely of fungi. Now, in the matter of coun
sel, accept from me this bit of dictum: covery. It’s the guaranteed remedy
their bloom
those who in any special march of ef By all means exploit your father’s idea,
Are somber individuals who wear a clonk of chill and keen.
for all Blood, Skin and Scalp Dis
But soon Gerald's feelings markedly fort have presumed to distance them.
. gloom;
to.
and aa thoroughly as you are able.”
Who can n as eomprehead the worth of Jnsta changed. Sylvan,, throughout his
Nevertheless, Clyde had for a phy
eases, from a common blotch or
“You
mean,
follow
his
instructions
to
spark of fun,
narration, had spoken as if all the old
eruption to the worst scrofula, It
Who shriek from joy and pleasure aa the bata morbid forces of his “morality” were sician Ids mental faults, and among the letter?”
these imagination ruled as chief. Full
"Yes.”
avoid the sun. .
.j
nowin a dismal state of rout. "I’m of fine intuitions, he sometimes forgot,
"Your words are immensely wel cleanses, purifies, and enriches the
The deeper sober thought within the heart
in this bloom and hey-day of his vic come!” exclaimed Gerald. "I feared blood, invigorates the system, and
Should have a plaoo,
torious career, the coolpr methods which your discouragement. And, upon my cures Salt-rheum, Tetter, Eczema,
But let glad laughter now and then the earea of
had mainly compassed it. “We men of word I should not have had the heart,
Ufeeraae;
science must speak by the card,” he had after receiving it, to fly In the face of our Erysipelas1and all manner of bloodAway with him who can not sift the kernels
from the chaff I
once said in his crisp, gay way to Thorn- nineteenth century skepticisms. Any taints from whatever cause. Great
The world oould wag along without the man
dyke, "or enthusiasms will undo us.” practical putting to proof of what the Eating Ulcers rapidly heal under
who can not laugh.
Hia auditor had smiled, thinking.how manuscript enjoins, will require an out
—Chicago Herald.
sadly, if this were true, Clyde would lay of certain funds, and these, thanks its benign influence.
have been undone before he could count, to Dr, Thomdyke’s goodness, need not
It’s the best blood-purifier, aud it’i
as now, his patients by the hundreds.
trouble me. But It may also require tlio cheapest, no matter how many
A f? 0 |W A H C E
With these enthusiasms Gerald had tbe help of a skillful, perhaps a very ac
now growd pleasantly familiar. And complished chemist; May I seek your doses are offered for a dollar—for
you pay only fc/r the good you get.
yet, through the weeks of their ac influence in securing hi* services?”
tw o b r o t h e r s
quaintanceship he had never seen so
"Emphatically I should advise no
Nothing else is “ just as good” aa
vivid a sparkle in the dark eyes of his snob course,” declared Clyde.
BYKDGABrAWOSTT,
tbe
"Discovery.” It may be better
new friend aa when Clyde at length
“What? You believe that I could
AtrrnOR o«r •‘Tan comrasarox* o r Claud,’
handed him back the paper fraught with work alone?”
“Am Ammons Womaw,” "Tbs E ra
— for the dealer. But ho wants
. That tout Do,” "A New Yosut
its alleged solution of the impossible.
"Fkr better if you (did. Get assist money and you want help.
FAKO.T,” E r a
"I don't claim to be of mnch impor ance, of course, but let it only be that
tance as a chemist,” were the first words of servant to master.”
[Copyright, 1800, By E dgar F aw cett]
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that greeted Gerald, "but unless 1
"Ah, but If Hail?”
mightily
mistake,
my
boy,
here
is
a
bit
“Then
you
will
fail
without
also
In
CHAPTER VL-Coirm njKD.
of genius fit to startle millions.”
curring ridicule. And that, to a man of
“ tXW. MB WHAT YOU THINK OF IT."
“I did think of doing so,” returned
Gerald answered excitedly: "To your youth andyour aspirations, might
Gerald, aa he polled at hia yellow mous
to grant,” he said, "that I’ve startle them only, Dr. Clyde? Don’t cause serious damage in the future.
tache and cordially hated the lie that willing
Either this formula is a great coup in
with fatal self-trust. I deceived you think—”
he was acting.. “But the fact is, Sylvan, acted
the world of science, or it is the merest
Lucia
in
the
burning
of
that
counterfeit
"
It
may
do
more
than
merely
that?”
Clyde la so dreadfully busy, don’t you paper because it seemed to me that by
nullity.
If it be the first, you will win
the
other
broke
in.
"Ah,
what
I’ve
know, and—er—all that kind of thing.” so doing I might sear away the sinful
" I have been afflictcredit, Heaven knows, for having
Here was a very lame winding-up of longings th at clutched her soul. But just said seems audacity enough in it all
B
ilio
u
sn
ess,
**ed with biliousness
rested
your
faith
upon
it;
if
the
last,
self.
My
dear
Maynard—
my
dear
Ger
what Gerald believed a sentence that now, seeing the results of my act, I«—I
you
will
escape
the
Bncers
of
those
who
_
"
a n d constipation
ald,
if
you’ll
let
me
call
you
so—
when
might provoke his brother’s keen curi
terribly doubtful of its righteous I’d read through half that extraor rate all daring endeavor as Quixotism C onstipation," for gfteeu years;
osity. But Sylvan only let his eyelids am
Perhaps, after all, the Divine dinary piece of writing, I began to till forcedto do ithomsge as success.”
"first one and then
once more, wearily droop and hia head ness.
Gerald took these words to heart. He Stom ach
will meant that this secret our father laugh as a fellow v uild do at some
" another preparasink deeper into the pillow, as be said: gave
me to disclose should be published bright hut over-hold e.\ ravsganza. It promptly prepared a laboratory, and Palns.
"turn was suggested
"And yon yourself have not cared to for the
seeming ill of man, aa a tempta seemed as it a man were saying: ’Look; without a hint to Sylvan concerning his
•tody it out alone, Xsuppose?”
"
tome and tried but
and henco a test. Between that I can take the clouds out of the sky, intentions, passed hours there each day.
The question was so listlessly given tion
“ to lio purpose. A t last a friend
His
assistant
was
of
Dr.
Clyde’s
own
se
will
and
its
holy
object
perhaps
I
have
turn
them
into
a
new
metal,
like
Milthat Gerald felt he could perhaps let it insolently Intruded my own personal
ton's "more ethereal” one, and build you lection, a young man, but fairly well ed " recommended August Flower. I
safely pass without a response. He disfavor.”
with them a "stately pleasure-house,” ucated, whose technical knowledge just " took it according to directions and
waited a little while, reganUnghisbrotb*
the services for which he waa " its effects were wonderful, relievHere
Gerald
gave
a
fleeting
smile
er’s blanched face as though any new in that was instinct with melancholy like the one poor Coleridge saw i.n that suited
needed
and in whom no suspicion of tho "in g me o f those disagreeable
mad
vision
bom
of
his
drug.’
‘
But
after
stant might b rin g to itth e sudden look
l*d read on, the smile died from my lips. task which his employer had set him " stomach pains which I had been
of inquiry which he preferred not to derision.
"Good heavens,” ho said, "you can’t Here, too, might he madness, but it cer self ever might be feared to rise.
"troubled with so long. Words
toe. But no such look broke Sylvan’s think
father has really found this tainly had the trick of looking as sane
An absorbing task Gerald soon found " cannot describe the admiration
apathy. After a abort time, Gerald felt vital that
principle of which yon tell me as Hamlet’s. The whole thing, if a it,-and one th at often had upon him the "in which I hold your. August
the sick man’s pulse. This act did not
failure, is defeat with almost the mag effect of a gloomful, overhanging sky " Flower—-it has given me a new
alter the evident slumber into which he that his curous message breaths?”
In which burns a single star. Hope
nificence of conquest.”
"I
don’t
know,
I
don’t
know,”
came
had fallen. I t was a weak pulse, Ger
They talked on together for a good was that star, and soon its brightening "lease o f life, which before was a
ald decided, and yet not abnormally so. the forlorn answer “I was as skeptical
seemed to throb with the pulsations " burden. Such a medicine is a ben*
The young man remembered th at Dr. as yourself, Gerald, a little while ago. while about the new proposed dealings orb
of
its
watcher’s delighted heart. Learn "efaction to humanity, and its good
with
electricity
and
the
three
ele
1
chiefly
thought
of
his
motive
in
trying
Clyde had hut recently decided Sylvan’s
ing
from
Dr. Thorndyke that the latter " q u a lit ie s and
mentary
chemical
bodies
that
were
to
Htk
such
interference
with
the
sacred
latest condition to be one of nervous
had
been
prostrated in Chicago by a "wonderful mer- J o s sa Barker,
ordered
os
concomitants
in'
Its
astound
laws
of
life
and
death.
Now
that
Lucia
Exhaustion, cerebral in its immediate
rheumatic
seizure more painful than " its s h o u ld be
ing
treatment
before
a
certain
"whitish
has
left
mo
and
I
am
so
horribly
be
origin, and yet not of necessity serious.
serious, ho felt a thrill of actual terror "made known t o
liquid,
excessively
volatile
Mid
some
Printer,
reaved
by
her
abandonment,
I
feel
like
But his first illness had been serious. resigning all claim to the hateful her what luminous U stirred,’’ should at at the chance of being forced to quit
suffer- Hum boldt,
Gerald had arrived a t the home of his itage. Take it, scan it well with your last crown the operator’s labors.
New York. Then, with an immense "everyone
" rag with dyspepbrother to find him the prey of a brain- clearer gaze and saner mind You
relief, he read farther on in the letter "siaor biliousness
"You
state
that
you
know
veiy
little
K ansas. <9
fever which threatened liis life. It was shall have it for the asking, to do with of chemistry,” Gerald presently said. of-bis benefactor certain other comfort
a wretched shock, that meeting, and It as you please.” Gerald took the manu "I begin to see that you are full of such ing words. "Do not dream of harrying G. G. GREEN,Sole Man’fr,Woodbury,N.J.
bore, soon afterward, what to this gen script, never dreaming that he would knowledge.”
on here,” wrote Thorndyke. “1 should
ial young pilgrim from far-away Cam care
simply bo a nuisance to you as yet. Re
to
bestow
upon
it
more
than
a
few
.
"
It
has
a
shabby
look
beside
yours,”
bridge proved hitter-tasting fruit.
careless though regretful glances. But answered Clyde, heartily—"by Jove, if main in New York and enjoy yourself.
"All aest and flavor have gone out of In
When 1 am better I will send for you
little while liis eyes were riveted, it hasn’t!”
my life," Sylvan soon told his brother. hisaface
and we can talk over your future with
had
begun
alternately
to
pale
Gerald
colored
at
the
compliment.
The stoiy which was presently unfolded and flush. An hour or two afterward
leisurely phrases, 1 am distressed to
. LADIES
llad the effect of a tragedy divided into he went to Cratvford Clyde, who had al Again Clyde laughed, and in his blithe hear of Sylvan’s continued Illness—or H l f i ,
style
went
on:
“You
can
blush
as
Dm
ir»c
acts, for it was more than once Inter ready so heartily welcomed him for the
Zooifl.75
rather what yon call, even more som
rupted by either piteous delirium or soke of his own friend, Tliomdyke, but modestly as a girl, my lad—as the girl, berly, Ids relapse,” This relapse af
F.OR BOYS
perhaps,
whom
you’ve
left
behind
•Ik neing fatigue. Gerald first marveled who had scarcely exchanged ten words
forded
Gerald
his
sole
excuse
for
not
*1.75
a t the flight of Lucia, and then caught with him before the native charm of you.”
"I’ve left no girl behind me,” said joining Dr. Thorndyke in Chicago, At
rV 2
it was, he felt conscience-twinges a t his ft*"
Gerald wrought its winsome results,
Gerald, with instant frankness.
“What! How marvelous! At your his own satisfaction. Surely this whole I
"Thereby hangs a tale,” said Dr.
Clyde’s new friend while handing him age you ve never beep In love? That business of "the elixir” was makingldm I
the curious declaration of his death- beats the wonders that your father grossly selfish. He found it hard work |
to sympathize properly with his stricken ] S 3 S H O E c m f f t W
menaced father. "In the name of rea prophesies,”
"Oh, I Vo fancied myself in love more brothcro^either in speech or in spirit, and “ THEBEST SHOE HIKEWOULDFORTHEMKTF
son tell me what you think of it, 1
have been simply dazed after reading than once,” affirmed Gerald, "but each , Sylvan’s plaints, today more and to-1 . O E S ItK M IIS M d H D I C I , Mr«
tv wcs7ir.fi \Y. L, Dour’.ss fcbaes, They
and re-reading it a score of times, and }dream has been like those roses that morrow less dolorous, began oddly to , ts;a
e:rct{.;ews:i:s ot a’.l cJasjfs, and ace the most
confess that I’m dazed still."
I scatter their petals when wc tty to affect his strained and anxious nerves, ( ecj!ij,t;lc*l
fn..;-wcarerf7cffrrdtor Vis money.
What, after all, to 1dm was tins Lucia, i IU-.-.v.to c l dca^-vs wftfi effrr -oUur metre, a* !-•
Crawford Clyde examined the paper { pluck them.”
Ing
as
pas'J, ana bs sore yea hare W . to
with as mufdi expedition as his many I "Ah, some day you’ll pluck a rose this recurring and unceasing Lucia, ' IJjarfasfibnca,
wiUt name and price stamped oh
who
had
chosen
to
sliroud
herself
in
Lottorr.
\V.
h . IiraglM, Brockton, Mass,
that
will
accommodate
you
by
staying
professional duties allowed. However, j
r
r
TAKE
NO Hi nwTITl TV.^fl
shadow and silence? Ho had Ids own '
this meant with him no long delay, for on her stem.”
Insist ca I jeri advertised dtal-r* euj ;.•!.,lag yo».
“Lucia”
to
think
of,
had
Gerald
i
"Let
us
hope
so,"
smiled
Gerald,
with
he found time to do every thing—though
"1 keep suspecting that she may after ‘
nothing well, if faith could lie put in a elirag. “Hut you,” ho pursued,
ELY’S
C eA TA W II]
the judgments of hia foes. But his "have you never thought of marriage?” all have been hidden sway by th a t'
aunt
of
hers,
Mrs
Cahlorly,"
Hylvan
"It scons to me that I’m always
frwiidr; cflircied far differently. They
I
said, end rxemh:gly with loving unc thinking of it and never perforating it,” would murmur.
"But you havo seen Mrs, Calderly,” * i s w o u n i TM' i Aytion, that ho managed to do every sai:l (lyd?, with a little si;;li and a
tiling, cun! nothing ill. It is certain downward look at the nosegay that Gerald would reply, "and she has told
&" .
that by c.oiuo of his own guild this nearly always gleamed on the lapel of y o u -"
pro «t: cos m enu.]
woadrouriy successful young physician his coat. Then ho glanced upward and
TO ANY JT.IN z w if m
was often called a ehaui, a fraud. But lifted both lianda with taoek despair.
tiootl N ews to (ter.
Woman m Child
" a t t n m , y o b k s o w mk , don ' t \ o u ? ” as ito-s fi horndyke had quickly seen in "Ah, tlv.it matrimony!” ho murmured.
Miss Decollete—1 learn from the ■M thrlag A *w
hhn, ho was really the kind of man in "I’m ambitious, 1 want to-get out of
himself sympathising with her In the whom solid traits predominated, while life all it will give me, but I feel con papers, Mrs, Prim, that dress goods are
nenrse that she had taken, lie came fanciful ones merely embellished and vinced the older 1 grow that marriage going up.
Mrs, Prim -The got*! Lord be praised!
m n m a photograph of her which bora trimmed these, like • friezes of Is the one state of being for which I
bar name and a fond phrase written un ornate carving on a structure should never find time. It would in I alius did approve tho ol* fashioned
derneath i t Studying the face with both sturdy and grave, Those who volve, so to speak, a cruel confusion in stylo of ha-1-’ g ’em corns right clean up
aome attention, he grew convinced that estimated him by Ins whims and the rest of my affairs, and would rum to the neck,—Boston Courier.
H betrayed in molding and lines of conceits were speedily convinced of my present splendid reputation for keep
A Faying B u Is c n i
bmtnre a spirit of strength and delicacy his shallowness, Passionately a music- ing them all duly labeled and pigeon
Gaddcn—They tell me you've gone
RADICAL WRONC8
atrangvlj mingled, Yes, he decided, lover, he was often seen a t the operas holed, No; It Is true that I can crowd into a new business, Madden Is it m
......m TUB*-....
b e n waa just the woman to resent such devoted to the reading of novels, ho sel many occupations intoasinglo day, but paying one?
marriage
la
precisely
one
egg
too
haW ilHy as her husband has shown dom missed a
one in citner En
Madden -Faying one? I ahotald re 
and desert him, half through loathing glish or French; fond as a woman of many for my basket,”
mark, i t keeps me paying bills a lltb
wad half through despair. For Gerald, flowers, he bought them a t all seasons,
This'’lightsome speech jarred upon time,—Heston
Courier.
CIVILIZED MAN,
having learned from his brother pro* filling his apartments with them and Gerald, He. gave tun Impatient frown,
*r*. *IM05, ffc. Om Heiwk, Newferif,
ataalywith what sort of opposition he not seldom over-filling as well a which (:fyJe’s quick eye saw, and ex
The Rustem Idea.
TM«v <'i w
a
« .•+ m r-iMts e*
met Us wife when she desired to button-hole of Ids modish cost lie plained: "You think me flippant,” he
»».*,*
Western Woman -I don't ears what *«e.r* » -JJ f •«< «raaIw»oa«s.*'not the wishes of the dead, stood dwelt In ftsmml bnfc horurlons home, pursued, "at a time when yon expected other pe.tpb* may say, Man wlth-a-hole- ate** - > i - . f - i i ‘<*>n*MMk
en**, «m », *t* *+,
#«.**» pe#*r. m
before a confession of narrow* and received his patents In s room me to show the greatest, gravity , . . in*hl«-stoking is a good ladle*.
mmmtmmrn
m**
»
*
*
» -.+ * .* * * ,£
wbkb past experiences heavy with floral perfumes and decor* And you are wholly right,"
„
I !astom Friend Yon do$> sayi
p a pared him to receive, - vied Is Moorish deetgm Whan ha
lodtf*
" la x w H t'-d fo a -a ila iil I honed to' did
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PRECEPTS Hid PRACTICES

,E MAKES THE HOME*
-» r?.m *
pile called hqsw,
-ftisttSsMs'ja rich *»d rare, .
y1)V3looks Jn wUUloving eyes
>Has noportion there;
Kith a stately frost
#t jaiUCs tniormache, tween:
a isomc, tut there Is no boas
icvo Is not suprcas,

_ tf s wopy a cot with four slain trail*
that wouldtease a princely home
Mitell s tho palace o.f marble white,
Tfimplilor-ind glided dome;
M thoE»Wcn talisman is pot there
S»a bitter tho draught of fate,
jbr ryes ntw dim arid gouts grow hard
■"jfltcrotho wolf is joinedwith hate* .
fttfO lioartsare tender and thrill with lore
ja castle or dug-out bare, '
fhat spot la West by Heaven’s decree,

jW truly a homo la there,
js d the ausel* dying about that, spot
P»u*e awhile with spreading wings,
jvsmile at the glimpse of tjfoavon here
That pure and true love brings.

,-Edwln Ralph Collins, in Texas Siftings.

|wsirrcw nm this sac**}
)BB following
ft * \
conversation
1®
took place ko*
tween husband
and wife living
in a fashion
\
able cottagoin
th o 'e i i t m i
of New York.
“Charles, how can you be so foolishly
jealous? You yourself put the picture
Of your friend Frank Oswald on tho
writing desk, and if I look in that di
rection you accuse mo of admiring it,”
Mid Mrs. Jackson.
“I am hot jealous, Emily, bat it an
noys roe to see how remarkably
amiable yon are whenever Oswald is in
the house,” replied her husband, rather
■testily.
_
“But Mr. Oswald is your best friend,
and X think it my duty to make your
friends feel as much at home as pas
iible when they call ou us. Besides it
it very evident th at Mr. Oswald is very
Much smitten with my Bister, Fanny.
Ihat, fact and his friendship for you
are the reasons why he is such a fre
quent visitor here.”
“O, yes, I suppose so,” remarked Mr.
Jackson, taking his leave.
MraJaekson, a young and beautiful
woman, was very much hurt by the un
kind insinuations of her husband,
whom she loved dearly. A sudden idea
flashed through her mind, at J taking a
teat a t the writing desk she penned the
following lines, which she hoped would
reassure her jealous lord and dispel his
unwnrthy suspicions:
•'My Dearest Darling: I t Is difficult for mo to
Stouro you verbally th a t you mono are tho only
m aul love* and th a t la m wholly Indifferent to
all others, s o l w rite you this letter—" -

The front door bell rang, and before
Mrs. Jackson could finish the letter to
<her husband the servant ushered into
thoToom Mr. Oswald, the object of her
husband's jealous fears, lie was
young man and strikingly handsome,
haying aside h er pen, Mrs. Jackson
greeted the new arrival.
“Ihope I see you well, Mrs, Jackson,
l have brought you a few flowers,” and
ho gallantly handed her a bouquet of
ss, as he had often done before.
“You are very kind, Mr. Oswald.
'am Bony Charles has .just gone out,”
said Mre. Jackson, somewhat embar
rassed.
“Gone out, has he? Well, that's all
the better, He need not know any
thing of/what I am going to tell you,'
aaid the visitor, taking a chair and
drawing close to his fair hostess.' “The
fact ls, my dear Mrs. Jackson, th a t for
along time 1 have been watching for a
i poA chance to talk with you about a.
natter that concerns ua both.”
Mrs. Jackson turned pale. Was her
husband right, after all? Did his
Mend have the audacity to speak .of
lote?
“It is about a little lor* affair of
Mine,” continued Oswald, with a deep
sigh; “I am deeply In love, and I rely
a* you, I f you will consent*—”
Without saying * word Mrs. Jackson
arose, and casting a withering glance
at her visitor, indignantly left the
hsotu. To say that Mr. Oswald was

m
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• A JACKS03f VXTrifyTXAHtlat JJSrT TH*
•
BOOM.

yifriscd is to nae a feeble expression,
w e could he have offended her? He
**Jrted » few momenta.
"1 don’t know why my expressing
fo fove for her sister should make her
.Etiagfry, l know on general principles
,*■*» woman never forgives the man
,?** admires another woman more than

* **» her. B*who*** that m *

mUs tha unpardonable crime. Hut Mrs. “did you not dare to talk to me of love
Jackson fo married. I t is a jnystyry to in my husband’s absence?”
me. Xcan’t understand why she should
“What1.” roared Jackson, "have you
exhibit so much feeling."
really been making love to my wife?”
“1 was speaking to her of my Ipve
As. he strode up and down his eyes
fell on his photograph on the writing- for her sister, as you can read in my
desk. He smiled and soliloquized: “Yes, letter there, when she left the room.
I am a pretty good looking fellow, I Why did your wife write mo such a
suppose she likes admiration even if letter as this?" said Oswald, producing
she is married. What is this? Perhaps Mrs. Jackson’s letter to her husband.
this will throw some light on tho sub
"So you do write loye-lettera to gen
ject,"and he glanced over the unfinished tlemen," yelled Jackson, turning
letter. "My dearest darling," "llnmphf fiercely to his wife, as soon as ho hod
Wonder who ho is? This is Mrs. Jack- glanced at the letter which. Oswald
son's handwriting. She writes that all supposed was intended for himself.
other men are indifferent to her, and
"Yes, to my own busband,” Baid Mrs,
she a xharried woihant Poor Charlie! X Jackson,
feel sorry for him. He imagines, poor,
Of course everything was explained
deluded mortal, that she lives for him at once, much to the embarrassment
alone.
and also relief of all the implicated
All a t once Oswald'struck his fore parties. Mrs. 'Jackson was reconciled
head with the palm of his hand. "What to her husband, and Miss Fanny, who
a blind fool I am! This letter is meant found it convenient to put in an ap
for me, X am. the dearest darling. pearance, blushitigly confessed that
That’s why my picture is on the desk. she, had been prematurely severe with
Nobody except tnysclf must see this,” Mr, Oswald, and became engaged on
and folding up the Unfinished letter he the spot. Mr. J acksoa promised never
put it in his breast pocket. “Now f again to allow himself to become the
understand everything,” he continued. victim of tho green-eyed monster,
“What shall I do? Poor Jackson is de while Mrs. Jackson was equally pos
voted to his wife, and I could not un itive that any .future confidential com
deceive him, for tho world. The best munientions would be imported to her
thing to dots to cure this woman of husband verbally, and not by letter,
A l e x . E. S w e e t .
her silly infatuation. I’ll give boru
dose that will effect a permanent cure,"
A DOG WITH A HEART.
and lie sat down and wrote as follows:
"MVDsab MADAM—While I feol very urnah If aw Ha Mourned W hen His P e t Oat Was
flattered by your declination of love, I regret
th a t! can sal roclpraeaca your affection; and
I desire, moreover, to call your attention to Us
manifest impropriety. You ccem to forget thdt
you nro u umrrled .woman. and that your busband Is my dourest friend. Moreover, I am de
votedly attached tu.your slater,, Pansy, and
still hope to win her love, Hoping that these
lines may open your eyes to the gravity of tho
situation, I remain yours truly,
F hank Oswald.’’ .

Having placed the letter in’ an en
velope he addressed it, put it 'in front
of his own portrait on the writing desk,
and took his departure, ^shaking his
head and very much bewildered.
In the meantime, ’there was a dis
tressing tableau in Mrs. Jackson’s bou
doir. The latter amid choking sobs
and blinding tears had told her sister

m;
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TUB TWO SISTERS BEWAIL MAX’S PER
FIDY.

of the insulting conduct of Mr. Oswald.
Miss Fanny, who had reason to suppose
that Oswald had been paying his ad
dresses to her with tho serious intention
of proposing matrimony, was indignant
at the entire male sex, and Mr. Frank
Oswald in particular. The sister re
solved never ngain to speak to him,
and Miss Fanny wrote him a note that
gave him pretty plainly to understand
that his continued acquaintance was
not desired, as she perceived that his
intentions were not bonorable.
Poor Jackson, tortured by jealousy,
returned home. Tho first thing that met
his eyes was Oswald’s letter to his wife.
He recognized the handwriting and
with trembling fingers tore open the
envelope and mastered its astounding
contents. Pale Os death ho sank into a
chair, and covering his face he moaned:
"So fair and yet so false. She married
me only to betray me. My worst fears
are more than confirmed.”
Jackson was so overwhelmed with
grief that he did not notice that his
wife had entered tho room.
"What Is the matter with you,
Charlie?” she asked anxiously.
"You asked mo what is the matter?
I got a letter. That’s what is the mat
ter.”
“I am so glad.”
“So glad!” he almost shrieked, shak
ing Oswald’s letter in her face.
Ju st at this moment, when Mr. Jackson was confronting his wife with the
supposed evidence of her affection for
liis friend, who should enter tho room
but Oswald himself. His eyes were
blazing with excitement as he said, in
a voice tremulous with emotion, hold
ing in his hand an open letter which he
had received from Mrs, Jackson’s sis
ter, Fanny:
"Excuse me if I intrude, but I
knocked twice on tho door ^and got no
answer. I have just received a letter
which 1 cannot understand, but for
which I must have an explanation.”
“My dear friend,” said Jackffon, tear
fully, “yon are not to blame, It is
all her fault,”
“Of course I am not to blame, You
are not to blame either. The fault lies
with the fickle woman who wrote the
letter,” said Oswald, supposing his
friend referred to the letter written by
Miss Fanny. “You have nothing to do
with this outrageous letter which your
wife’s sister has written to me. What
have I done to deserve it?” and he held
out the exasperating document In his
trembling hand,
“What hav# yon done to deserve it?”
Mid Mrs. Jackson, with flr* in her aya,

_

Laid to llo it .

Here is a pathetic little story, illuS'
trative of the affection that may be
cultivated between a dog and a cat,
rind being a strictly true story makes
it all the more worthy of telling. A
family in this town had a dog about
fourteen years old, and a cat about
nine, both of which they had raised.
Between these animals the most
marked affection sprang up, and they
were inseparable friends They ate to
gether, slept together and played to
gether, and if by chance they became
separated they each showed in the
most marked manner their discomfort
and unhappiness, If the. cat got out of
the house the dog whined most persist
ently and dolefully until she came
back, and if the dog happened to be
Jabsent the cat acted in a similar man
ner. A short time ago the cat died,
and it was then that her companion
manifested the most unmistakable
signs of distress. He pushed her body
around with his nose, apparently try
ing to wake her, all the while whiningin
the most' woebegone manner. A little
boy in the family, whose constant com
panions the animals had been, decided
to bury bis dead friend, and, securing a
box. put the body in it, and after nail
ing on the lid carried the box into the
garden, dug a hole and after placing it
therein covered it, as he supposed, se
curely.. 1In the meantime the dog
moped about the house, refusing either
to eat or drink, and looked so distressed
that it waq. painful to see him. One
day the boy noticed that the dog's nose
and head were covered with mud, and
the thought at once struck him that he
had found his friend’s grave, and had
tried to resurrect the body. He went
into the garden and found that his sus
picions were correct. The dog had ac
tually dug down and uncovered the
box, but, as the lid was securely nailed
on, he could' not bring tho body to the
surface. The dog followed the boy to
the grave and whined and howled pite
ously while the boy made arrangements
to reinter the cat. After a good xnnuy
days the dog gradually came back to
his appetite, and although more or less
doleful, has, apparently, regained his
normal condition. This is a homely
little story, but it has one merit—it is
strictly true.—Baltimore County Union.
A FAMOUS STONE WALL.
(lo w I t W»» D oiU w ith .Peaceful In ten t,
a n d H ow I t Figured In a G reat lla ttle .

Rev. Benjamin L. Agnew, pastor of
tho Bethlehem Presbyterian church,
corner Broad and Diamond streets, re
cently mentioned a fact which may be
known to few, and will be of interest
to many.
"Fiftyyears before the war,” ho said,
"my father, Emitli Agnew, lived with
his stepfather, Rev. Dr. Dobbins, in ths
stone house on tho Baltimore pike, a
short distance from Getttysburg. At
that time lie was a lad of .seventeen
years. He took entire charge of the
farm, which in some sections was very
stony. One day the thought struck
him that these stones could be utilized
by gathering them and building with
them a stone wall: He enlisted the
services of a negro who resided in the
vicinity, ami together they hauled the
stone to the place selected and built
the celebrated stone wall whose name
will exist while history lasts."
Young Agnew built liis wall with
great care, using large flat stones as
binders and fillhigln with smaller ones,
little dreaming at that time what an
important place th a t wall Would oc
cupy in the greatest battle of modern
times. It was here that Gen. Pickett's
division, headed by liis valiant Virgin
ians, made its memorable charge, and
although it was thrown into confusion
by the flanking fire of Gtannard’s Ver
monters and Dfmblcday’s division, still
pressed forward and a t last succeeded
in. planting s confederate flag on this
wall, only, however, to bo driven back
with the loss of three-quarters of its
number by the Sixty-ninth, Seventyfirst and Seventy-second Pennsylvania
volunteers under Gen. Hancock.
After peace had been proclaimed Mr.
Agnew visited the old homestead and
found the old stone wall standing in
almost as good condition aa when it
bad been b n ilt- N . Y,

TEMPERANCE NOTES.
A SAD STORY,
An Incident Illustrative of the D m dM
p o w er o f R uin,

Looking over the daily papers not
long since this heading appeared among
the local items: “A Sad Story," It was
a short, concise story, printed in ton
lines of the column devoted to items of
a local nature: "Frank Talbot, a young
man twenty-six ’years old, died in tho
jail last night of consumption. He lmd
been committed for drunkenness the
week before. When lie was told bo
could not live long lip told his story to
the physician. lie had been living in
the city under an assumed name for a
year because he did not wish to dis
grace his friends. Uis family did not
know where ho was although they had
always been kind to him and tried to
do all they could to save liim, But
liquor had made a complete slave of
him. He had a good position in his
native town but lost it because his
head was not kept level enough to fill
the responsibilities. He would have his
sprees. Being naturally of a delicate
constitution the exposures incident to
a vagrant, drunkard’s life had told
upon him. His friends were notified of
his illness but lie had passed away be
fore their arrival.’’
.
A sad, sad story, indeed! But the
boy who heard it rend said: "He
needn’t have been a drunkard; ha
might have 'behaved himself.” Yes,
yes, he might hav.e been somebody of
whom his friends would have been
proud, but instead of that he was a
source of sorrow to them. That youug
man had good parents and good Chris
tian teaching, but liquor was liis'
master.' Once he was a temperate,
lmppy boy, but some time he took a
first drink, and that was the beginning
of all his ruin and shame. You, boys
may not have as yet been tempted by
this form of evil but the temptation is'
sure to come to you as it has to others.
Many a boy as bright, as well beloved,
as well brought up and cared for as
you have been, has become a drunk
ard.
Older tempters have argued with
liim that a man who cannot drink as
much as he thinks good for. him and
no more, is not a very strong charac
ter. But let me tell you, my boys, the
only safety from being overcome with
strong drink is to let it entirely alone.
No arguments for or against will bo
necessary then. The power of the habit
of liquor drinking once formed is some
thing very hard, to be overcome.
. In the police reports of a daily paper
a few weeks since the arrest of a mid
dle-aged man for a serious crime was
mentioned. Uis crime, and two-thirds'
of all the crime committed, was due to
the same cause—strong drink. Follow
ing the notice was this statement made
by the prisoner:
"Drink .was the cause of my rum.
Nobody knows the power of such an
appetite but tho man who has suffered
from it. Years ago I took my dying
mother’s hand and promised her 1
would never drink another drop. I
meant just wliat 1 said. I tried hard to
keep my promise, bnt the terrible
thirst for liquor overcame me, and in a
few weeks l was drinking ns hard as
ever. Two years ago my little girl
died. She begged me on her death
bed to stop drinking, and I promised
her I would. I* called upon God to
witness the promise. I wanted to keep
it, but after my little girl hud gone
the terrible thirst for liquor cumo
again. I fought against it, but it over
powered me. Drink had destroyed my
will-power. 1 loved ray child, but
chains were forged about me that I
could not break. ”
So you see, boys, how very hard it is
to reform after one has formed the
habit of drinking. The problem of
rescuing the country from this terrible
curse is agitating the wisest heads
They feel that it must be diivcn out;
but what is the best way to do it? Tbnt
Is the question. You boys can solve
the problem, as far as you are individ
ually concerned, by being determined
that yon will never take even one
drink. If evciy boy would make that
resolution and keep it, old King Alco
hol's head would soon tumble oil and
roll into the bottomless abyss.
This is a very serious matter, and in
viow of the ruined lives—thousands of
them—tho'brpken-hearted mothers, the
sorrowing friends, and the unlimited
amount of human misery caused by
this power for evil, I beg that you will
consider this momentous subject, and
pledge yourselves to do all you can, in
.the name and with the help of the
Lord, to exterminate "the serpent of
the still."—Susan Teall Perry, in tho
Evangelist.
A BROKEN PLEDGE.
T he Sail Story o f a Drunken F ather’s
Inhum anity,

"It’s broken, Miss Lewis. Tako it
back."
A small brown band held up a pledge
card Wrapped in a bit of paper, and
such a tone of misery, shame and de
spair rang in the words that I hastened
to say,” consolingly: “Never mind.
Flash; I will get you another card If
you will promise to be more careful.”
"But it is broken, the pledge is
broken. I’ve been drinking.”
"Drinking, Flash?" I cried, hotly;
for this boy, rough, dirty, ignorant as
be was, bad a place very near my
heart, and I hoped much for him.
Flash was one of the boys th a t had,
been brought Into onr little West aid*
mission, and, though small and thin
from w ant of proper food, was bright,
aheerful and so quick as to hava

earned for himself tha name o f
"Flash" among bis street comrades.
Aa he stood leaning against ther
door in a hopeless way I looked down
at him and saw two great red welt*
all along his neck and running down
under his ragged collar. There were
murks, too, on his hands, and a tangle
of brown hair partly hid n dark lino
across his forehead.
"Tell me about it, Flash," I said,
gently enough now*
“It’s nothing," said he, hesitatingly;
"only I did mean to keep my word.
You know that Billy and 1 live with
father down the alley there, and how
father drinks and beats us when he
feels like it.
"Sometimes he brings the stuff home
npd tries to make us drink, but we
never have since we promised till last
night We heard him cursing as, he
came up the stairs, and I’d juBt time to
hide Billy before he came in. He bad
a big bottle full of something, and
made me bring a cup, and said that I
should driuk. •But I wouldn’t if he bad
kijled me, and he knew it, I guess, for
ho began asking for Billy, and said ha
wouldn't be such an obstinate fool. X
was hoping be wouldn’t find him, but
he did: I was afraid then. Billy’s only
six, but lie’s as brave as a lion.
"Father dragged him along by the
collar, and told him that he’d got some
thing good for him in the bottle.'
Billy told him that he knew what' it
was, and he’d never drink it,
"It would have made your flesh creep
to have heard him go on then. Billy’s
face grew white, and his eyes got just
like stars, bnt ho wouldn't drink.
Father choked him then till he was all
limp, and beat him and beat him till
I couldn’t stand it, and gave up If he’d
let Billy off. He made me drink ever
so many times. He and I drank all
there was in the bottle, and pretty soon
he went to sleep on the floor;, but my
bead didn’t swim even.
“I picked Billy up and carried1 him
away and hid him. I can take care of
Billy and he needn’t drink; hut l prom
ised mother I’d stick by father, and so
I must stay there.' I won’t drink if !•
can help it, but my pledge is broken."
As Flash stood twirling bis old cap
in bis bruised hands, looking hopeless*
ly out at his future.-an intense desire
sprang up in my heart to blot oat of
existence both alcohol and the ahboon,
the cause of so much sin and suffering.
—N. Y. Witness.
BITS*AND BREVITIES*.
Make men see and feel that a saloon
is a more positive evil to a neighbor
hood than a shanty filled with small
pox patients- and a fire will ho kindled
which will purge the country of its .
greatest ’ crime and misery breeder,
whose colossal shadow envelops Chris
tendom and carries a thrill of misery,
a pulsation of vice,, a throb of degrada
tion wherever it falls.—Arena.
Tin? drinking population of the
United States spends fifteen millions of
dollars in liquors each year. There is
one ram saloon to every 107 voters east
of the Mississippi river, and one to
every *? voters west of the Mississippi,
and 25,000 saloons in these states and
territories of the union waste- enough
hard substance to feed, clothe and pay
the house rent of every family in the
United States.-—Westerly (N. Y<> Trib- •
uue.
No work for temperance la more
fruitful of the' best results than that
which secures scientific temperance in
struction in' the schools.' Those who
are early made to realize the mischief
wrought in body and mind by the us*
of intoxicants are almost Certain to b*
total - abatainers and intelligent work
ers in the cause of temperance, Tha
first tabulated report of this depart
ment of the Massachusetts W. G. T. U.
has been issued. It evidences tha
faithful efforts made to improve the
present temperance education law, and
to awaken and keep aliva public inter
est in the subject There ought to be
a great army of volunteers for so im
portant a work. The welfare of onr
own children and of our common
wealth depends on it.
The saloon business in Sioux City,
la., has assumed a new phase since tha
Law and Order league began prosecu
ting the saloon men. The cases ara
taken before the justice erf the peace,
and a fifty-dollar fine assessed by tha.
justice. With this decision as evidence,
the cases are taken to the district
court and injunction secured against
the property. The law requires that
the property and building shall be
described. Nearly all the saloons ar*
in small, frame, veneered buildings.
As soon as such amotion for injunc
tion is made, the saloon men move the
buildings to other lots, so that the in
junction is rendered worthless. Tha
saloon men move frequently, and thus
the business is becoming a migratory
one, conducted In buildings on wheels.
—Union Signal.
AaFatal MIntake.
Why seek enjoyment* in such a peril
ous and dubious way aa intemperance*
a path paved with the bones of mil
lions after millions who have fallen in
pursuing it—when innocent and health
ful pleasures everywhere sorround, and
invite you? Lived there ever a human
being who regretted a t daath th a t ha
had through life refrained from the use,
of stimulating drink? And how count
less the millions who have with reason
deplored such use aa the primary,
fatal mistake of thalr Uvea? Barely
from the radical heavens shove ns, Hi*
dust once quickened: beneath ns, come*
to the attentive ear a voice which im
pressively admonishes: Be wise whU*
it fa milled to-diy.—H. Grtalsy.
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Whjlt our stock is complete with, bargains. Our stock was never more complete!
Our prices never lower! You ire invited to call and examine goods and prices for
yourself.
Ttf K

APBON SALE.

' | ma, was destroyed by lire Tuesday.
Loss §2,000.__________
j Next wteek, commencing
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andria, Indiana, came home to cast his preSyJy for f1I]e Holiday preballot* for McKinley.
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